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Community Center
Poised to

Buy a

By Allen Cook
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center (MGLCC) an—
nounced that it has raised more than
$96,000 toward the purchase of a
permanent site for its activities. The
center has operated without a per—
manent site

Building

san Mackenzie and Virginia
Stallworth, Joe Raspberry, Laura
‘Tavernier, Diane Gates, Herb
Zeman and an anonymous donor.
Donations ranged from $1000 to
$20,000 according to Piechowski.
A building at 1274—1280
Peabody has been selected as a
&
possible

for more
than three
years.
_ _The an—
— _nounce—
ment was
made=—by

site. Pur—
chase ne—
gotiations
are ongo—
ing
at
1 presstime.
~As king
price" for
the build—
ing is re—
portedly

Piechowski
Sat
the
"Memphis
Pride F651“
val June 16.
Accord—
ing to the
announce

This buiding at 1274 Peabody is under
$202’OOQ’
consideration forpurchase by the Memphis
but the fi—
Gay and Lesbian Community Center forits
nal price
permanent home.
may
be
#
lower than
that if the owner will accept a re—
ment, a number of key donors had
donated a total of $89,000 toward duction for selling to a non—profit
the project and an additional $7,000 agency. The center is a tax—exempt
501(c)3 charitable organization
was raised at the festival. Initial
under the federal tax laws.
donors included Piechowski,
Piechowski said that the build—
Moliter Ford, Michael HaYre,
ing couldoffer office space for the
Hunter Johnston, Dottie Jones and
Angie Dagastino, Mark Jones, Su—
See Center on page 5

Memphls Celebrates Its Gay Prlde
LikeofalastPhoenix
rising
from
thefi—
ashes
year‘s
Gay
Pride
asco,
the gayandcommunity
rose
towhat
the
occasion
staged
this
year
was arguablythethecitybesthas Gay
Pride
celebration
seen.
year,
the GayuntilPrideJulyFesti—
valcauseLast
wasofthe
postponed
be—
imminent
threat
ofbad
weather
forrestaged
the outdoor event.
_The
Festival,
bankrolled
by
Backstreet
owneron
Shane
Trice
and
taking
place
Backstreet‘s
parking
lot was
sparsely
attended.
The
parade,
too,
was
noticeably
smaller
owing
notto
only
to
the
postponed
date,
but
theThis
heatyear‘sMemphis
ofJuly. Pride, Inc.
board
listened toandthedidconcerns
ofto
the
community
its
best
accommodate
them. Afornighttime
parade
was
scheduled
and moved to Riverside June 15

The Mystic Krewe of Memphis United won both "Best Float" and "Best
Costumes" awards for its presentation in the Memphis Pride Parade.
Photo courtesy of Shayne B. Rachels

Coalition for Justice staged a Rally
Drive The for Pride and Equality immediately
Pride Festival was moved indoors following the parade which fea—
tured Leigh Johnson, administrator
to the Mid—South Coliseum.
A highlight of the 2001 Pride for the Gandhi Institute, and Dr.
Parade was the carrying of the 100— Arnold Drake, national president of
foot long Rainbow Flag. Grand Parents and Friends of Lesbians
marshals for the 2001 Pride Parade and Gays. (Text of their speeches
were Jimmy Gray, B.J. Hefner and appear on page 6.)
Immediately following the rally,
Royce Wright, all of whom were
honored at a tea June 3, hosted by The Memphis Gay & Lesbian
the Mystic Krewe of Memphis © Community Center hosted its22nd
Annual MGLCC Pride Celebration
United.
The Memphls Gay and Lesblan at the Mud Island River Park until

Amnesia, Memphis‘ Largest Gay Bar,
Closes Suddenly
The venerable gay bar Amnesia
at 2866 Poplar Ave. has closed its
doors —apparently in bankruptcy.
About a year ago Frank Cooper
and David da Ponte enlisted the
help of Fantasy Warehouse to reno—
vate Amnesia‘s location on Poplar
Ave.
After a reported $700,000 reno—
vation which took almost six
months, Amnesia reopened to rave
reviews with a space housing five
~ seperate areas — a jazz bar open
seven days a week, a video bar, a
dance bar, an outdoor pool bar and,
of course, a cabaret bar featuring
drag performers.
__Sources have told the Triangle

—
Journal News that the arrangement
has soured in recent months and
that Fantasy Warehouse was ma—
neuvering to acquire the adult li—
censes held by Amnesia.
As part of the renovation pack—
age, the Amnesia building was sold
to Fantasy Warehouse. _

The club traces its roots back to
the original George‘s, owned by
the late George Wilson and Don
Rossignol in the mid 70s. Cooper
and da Ponte purchased George‘s
when it was located on Marshall
, then moved it downtown as
GDI on the River. After a tempo—
rary stay at 92 N. Avalon, its next
incarnation was as Rumples on
Madision and then as Amnesia on
Poplar.
‘Cooper and da Ponte both re—
cently obtained real estate licenses
and are now acting as agents for
Sowell Realty.
Sources say that there are no
plans to reopen Amnesia.

1 a.m. Entertainment included the
national comedic trio The Hysteri—
cal Women.
On Sat., June 16, the center of
Gay Pride became the Mid—South
Coliseum. In addition to informa—
tion booths set up by more than 30
organizations, the entertainment
for the day included the dise—spin—
ning talents of DJ Wolfy and mu—
sical.talents of Ryan Daughtery and
Jeff Pope, Deacon Cross and
DiAnne Price and Her Boyfriends,
See Pride on page 5

Mystic Krewe Queen
Barbara Baker Dies
The ofpresident
and Krewe
reigningof
queen
the
Mystic
Memphis
United,
Barbara
Ann
Baker
died
Sun.,
June
10
shortly
after
performed
a numberat
atMadison
thehaving
Aphrodite
Pride
benefit
Flame.to witnesses, Baker
According
appeared
to begin
feeling ill
onstage
during
her
performance.
Afterwards,
shemainapparently
col—
lapsed
near
the
bar.
Paramed—
Barbara Ann
icstakenweretothesummoned
and
she
was
hospitalaway.
where she sub—
sequently
passed
Baker
apparently
had suffered
from
high
blood
pressure
fered a coronary embolism.and suf—

Baker

Although unsure of her condi—
tion, the cast continued the show
"because Barbara would have
wanted that." News of her death
See Baker on page 5
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LETTERS

£7
The Triangle Journal News welcomes
m

letters from its readers. Letters should be be as

.//

short as reasonable and typed if possible. Although
names may be withheld on request, all letters should be
signed and include a phone number for verification.
Anonymous letters will not be printed. All letters
cg

, are‘subject to editing for spelling, punctuation

"—and grammar. However, every effort will be made

to maintain the original intent ofthe writer. Letters should bemailed
to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485 or
faxed to (901) 454—1411. Our e—mail address is MemphisTJN@aol.com.

Pride

I

Reaction

was

at —the coliseum.

I

saw

booths set up, fabulous vendors,
Spurs

Responses

incredible music acts (if you know
how I

Editor‘ s Note: One ofthe wonderful
things about the computer age is
that

one

can

express

his

or

her

opinion and get instant feedback.
The

following

get

a

CD

by

Ryan

and even found out we might have
a community center of our very
own.

were

This would have been wonder—

actually.e—mailsforwarded to us by

ful to share with more than the 200

the

people that showed up. That night

Memphis

"letters"

can

Daughtery, please let me know),

Gay

and

Lesbian

C o m m unity
Center.
I would like

I~
bes.

7

went

Backstreet.

Opinions expressed in

There

E—mail: pierberge@aol.com ©,

to

were

[Midi editorials,commentaries
Ewiceflhe ang,
compliment a
:
er of people at
the people who and letters are those of
that club as at
made this year‘s
the authors.
the entire Pride
Festival. This
Pride Festival
happen. They did a wonderful job, really upset me. So I would like to
everything was perfect. Everything say to everyone who did not attend
except for one thing — the gay — F**K YOU!!!! You are hypo—
community of Memphis. Where crites and have lost all credibility
to complain about the way you are
the hell were we?
oman te

at the festival either. F**k
treated and how people feel about —
you. For when the time came to her too. I‘ m deeply disappointed by
stand up and be counted, to cel— the turnout to this event by what is
ebrate ourselves and how far we referred to as the "gay community"
have come, you all acted like of this town. Maybe if we had de—
scared little faggots and ran straight signer drugs and quick bathroom
back into thg closet. But, there you booty calls on the program of
were at the club that night. How events, we would have had the
dare you? I heard the MC at the turnout that we should have had.
drag show who kept on talking And let me just say also—shame
about pride, but guess what... she on M.A.G.Y., whose contingency

was nowhere to be found.
Finally, on an up note, right on
to our lesbian sisters, who were
there and accounted for, womyn in
the full sense of the word. I apolo—
gize formy gay brothers. Appar—
ently we have a hell of a lot more
growing up to do.
Maxwell
Memphis

And Now... the Responses
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My Dear Maxwell,
I attended several events high—
lighting Gay Pride in Memphis and
from my perspective this was a
magnificant showing of the rain—
bow.
Being among so many gay men
and women is an experience that
many so called "straights" would
not even consider, but when I ex—
amine what my true sexual orien—
tation is, it is much different from
my gay sisters and brothers; I am
attracted to people who have
struggled for inclusion and equal
rights.
I can identify with any people
who have suffered from the vari—
ous "phobias" that drive our soci—
ety and take it from me, the gay
community in Memphis is a viable
entity even if every gay man and
woman didn‘t hit the streets dur—
ing the organized events. They, too,
benefitted from you being there and
celebrating your "outness."
Don‘t be harsh and please don‘t
vilify others because of their choice
to remain silent or sidelined. The
fight for equal rights is not a fight
that everyone wants to participate
in, but those who choose to should
remain focused on the larger pic—
ture: equal rights and protection
under the law, if not from every
God—fearing homophobe in the
country.
When you lash out at those
whose attitudes differ from yours,

the largest contingents in the 2000
are you sure you‘re not perpetrat—
parade — a parade that many boy— _.
ing that same injustice that has
cotted.
plagued the community in the
Karen Borth was named 2000
past?
co—grand marshal for her years of
Oh, by the way, I am a 51 —year—
dedication to the young adults of
old African American "straight"
MAGY and her long—term impact
man, doing HIV/AIDS education
on our community.
f
and prevention in the community.
MPI
has
always
supported
If the gay community in this coun—
MAGY‘s decisions on whether or_
try had not stood up en mass and
demanded attention to HIV/AIDS — not to attend our events because
we understand the unique situation
20 years ago, then where do you
many ofits members are in. I am
think blacks would be?
glad to say they have always de—
We are following the lead of
cided to be at these events and to
your community in setting up edu—
be visible — for some, taking a big
cation programs, outreach inter—
risk to do so.
ventions and resources for those
MAGY was one of the few or—
infected and affected by HIV/
ganizations represented at the
AIDS using the model designed by
Grand Marshal Tea hosted by
gay white men.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United.
So, I for one, appreciate the gay
This year, their parade attendance
community and will continue to
was low and their festival atten—
support it‘s causes whenever and
dance
was almost non—existent
where—ever I can. Please ease up
because
they were busy either
and continue to celebrate the rain—
helping.prepare for or attending
bow and know that you make a dif—
the Saturday union ceremony of
ference! Peace and Love.
f
_one
of their long—term members
Ernest A. Donelson, II

Mr. Maxwell,
While I, as one of Memphis
Pride Inc.‘s board members, com—
pletely understand your disap—
pointment andfrustration, I feel I
must address your anger toward
MAGY.
§
MAGY has been Ian active and §
very visible participant of every
MPI function since it was founded
several years ago and was one of

and counselors.
MPI, while disappointed at the
conflict, understands and sent the
couple its warmest wishes and
congratulations.

MPI

knows

MAGY will be at future MPI
events in force as they always have
been. MPI knows the happy couple
will continue to be a committed
and active force in our community
See Responses on page 27
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VIRACEPT®
nelflnavw mesylate
t a b l e ts

ra

p o wod er

dia
with over—th
iption and non—p
ts should not be
, so talk to your doctor fi
people, protease inhibitors have
ciated with the onset or worsening
of diabetes mellitus and hyperglycemia,
changes in body fat, and increased
bleeding in hemophiliacs. HIV drugs do
not cure HIV infection or prevent you
from spreading the virus..
Refer to the important information on
the next page. For more information,
call toll free 1—888—VIRACEPT
or visit www.viracept.com. |
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Mevacor® (lovastatin, for cholesterol lowering)

=E

Zocor® (simvastatin, for cholesterol lowering)

®
Agouron,
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
A Pfizer Company
VIRACEPT®
(nelfinavir mesylate)
Tablets and Oral Powder
Iriformation for Patients
about VIRACEPT® (Vi—ra—cept)
Generic Name: nelfinavir (nel—FIN—na—veer) mesylate
— For the Treatment of Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Infection

Please read this information carefully before taking VIRACEPT. Also, please read
this leaflet each time you renew the prescription, just in case anything has
changed. This is a summary and not a replacement for a careful discussion
with your doctor. You and your doctor should discuss VIRACEPT when you start
taking this medication and at regular checkups. You should remain under a
doctor‘s care when taking VIRACEPT and should not change or stop treatment
without first talking with your doctor.
Alert: Find out about medicines that should NOT be taken with VIRACEPT. _:
Please also read the section "MEDICINES YOU SHOULD NOT TAKE WITH VIRACEPT".

Taking the above drugs with VIRACEPT may cause serious and/or life—threatening
adverse events.
Rifampin® (for tuberculosis), also known as Rimactane®, Rifadin®, Rifater ©,
or Rifamate®
This drug reduces blood levels of VIRACEPT.
Dose reduction required if you take VIRACEPT with: Mycobutin® (rifabutin,
for MAC); you will need to take a lower dose of Mycobutin.
A change of therapy should be considered if you are taking VIRACEPT with:

Phenobarbital
Phenytoin (Dilantin® and others)
Carbamazepine (Tegretol® and others)
These agents may reduce the amount of VIRACEPT in your blood and make it
less effective.
&
Oral contraceptives ("the pill")

If you are taking the pill to prevent pregnancy, you should use a different type of
contraception since VIRACEPT may reduce the effectiveness of oral contraceptives.
Special considerations
:

VIRACEPT along with other drugs compared with those who took only the other
drugs. For a complete list of side effects, ask your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist.
HOW SHOULD I TAKE VIRACEPT?

VIRACEPT is available only with your doctor‘s prescription. Your doctor may
prescribe the light blue VIRACEPT Tablets either as 1250 mg (five tablets) taken
two times a day or as 750 mg (three tablets) taken three times a day. VIRACEPT
should always be taken with a meal or a light snack. VIRACEPT tablets are film—
coated to help make the tablets easier to swallow.
Take VIRACEPT exactly as directed by your doctor. Do not increase or decrease
any dose or the number of doses per day. Also, take this medicine for the exact
period of time that your doctor has instructed. Do not stop taking VIRACEPT
without first consulting with your doctor, even if you are feeling better.
Only take medicine that has been prescribed specifically for you. Do not give
VIRACEPT to others or take medicine prescribed for someoné else.
The dosing of VIRACEPT may be different for you than for other patients. Follow
the directions from your doctor, exactly as written on the label. The amount
of VIRACEPT in the blood should remain somewhat consistent overtime. Missing
doses will cause the concentration of VIRACEPT to decrease; therefore, you
should not miss any doses. However, if you miss a dose, you should take the
dose as soon as possible and then take your next scheduled dose and future
doses as originally scheduled.

Dosing in dults (including children 14 years of age and older)
Before you take Viagra® (sildenafil) with VIRACEPT, talk to your doctor about
The recommended adult dose of VIRACEPT is 1250 mg (five tablets) taken two
possible drug interactions and side effects. If you take Viagra and VIRACEPT together,
you may be at increased risk of side effects of Viagra such as low blood pressure, : times a day or 750 mg (three tablets) taken three times a day. Each dose should
be taken with a meal or light snack.
visual changes, and penile erection lasting more than 4 hours. If an erection
lasts longer than 4 hours, you should seek immediate medical assistance to avoid
Dosing in children 2 to 13 years of age
permanent damageto your penis. Your doctor can explain these symptoms to you.
WHAT IS VIRACEPT AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
The VIRACEPT dose in children depends on their weight. The recommended
It is not recommended to take VIRACEPT with the cholesterol—lowering drugs
dose is 20 to 30 mg/kg (or 9 to 14 mg/pound) per dose, taken three times daily
VIRACEPT is used in combination with other antiretroviral drugs in the treatment
Mevacor® (lovastatin) or Zocor® (simvastatin) because of possible drug interactions.
with a meal or light snack. This can be administered eitherin tablet form or, in
of people with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. Infection with HIV
There is also anincreased risk of drug interactions between VIRACEPT and
children unable to take tablets, as VIRACEPT Oral Powder.
leads to the destruction of CD4 T cells, which are important to the immune system.
Lipitor® (atorvastatin) and Baycol® (cerivastatin); talk to your doctor before you
After a large number of CD4 cells have been destroyed, the infected person
Dose instructions will be provided by the child‘s doctor. The dose will be given .
take
either
of
these
cholesterol
reducing
drugs
with
VIRACEPT.
develops acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS).
three times daily using the measuring scoop provided, a measuring teaspoon, or
Taking St. John‘s wort (hypericum perforatum), an herbal product sold as a
one or moretablets depending.on the weight and ageof the child. The amount
VIRACEPT works by blocking HIV protease (a protein—cutting enzyme), which is
dietary supplement, or products containing St. John‘s wort with VIRACEPT is not
of oral powder or tablets to be given to a child is described in the chart below.
required for HIV to multiply. VIRACEPT has been shown to significantly reduce the
recommended. Talk with your doctor if you are taking or are planning to take
amount of HIV in the blood. Although VIRACEPT is not a cure for HIV or AIDS, VIRACEPT
St. John‘s wort. Taking St. John‘s wort may decrease VIRACEPT levels and lead
can help reduce yourrisk for death and illness associated with HIV. Patients who
Pediatric Dose to Be Administered Three Times Daily
to increased viral load and possible resistance to VIRACEPT or cross resistance
took VIRACEPT also had significant increases in the number of CD4 cell count.
Body Weight
Numberof
Number of
Number of
drugs.
antiretroviral
other
to
VIRACEPT should be taken together with other antiretroviral drugs such as
| e
Lb
Level Scoops* Level Teaspoonst
Tablets
HOW SHOULD VIRACEPT BE TAKEN WITH OTHER ANTI—HIV DRUGS?
Retrovir® (zidovudine, AZT), Epivir® (lamivudine, 3TC), or Zerit® (stavudine, €4T).
T to «8.5.
15.5 to «18.5
4
1
—
fight
to
ability
their
increases
drugs
anti—HIV
other
with
together
Taking VIRACEPT in combination with other antiretroviral drugs reduces the
VIRACEPT
Taking
«——
114
$
on
<23
Based
to
grow.
18.5
virusesto
<10.5
to
8.5
resistant
for
amount of HIV in the body (viral load) and raises CD4 counts.
opportunity
the
the virus. It also reduces
doctor will direct you on how
10.5 to <12
23 to <26.5
6
11/2
—
VIRACEPT may be taken by adults, adolescents, and children 2 years of age or — your history of taking other anti—HIV medicine, your
to take VIRACEPT and other anti—HIV medicines. These drugs should be taken in
12 to <14
26.5 to <31
7
13/4
—
older. Studies in infants younger than 2 years of age are now taking place.
day
a certain order or at specific times. This will depend on how many times a
—
2
8.
31 to <35
14 to <16
DOES VIRACEPT CURE HIV OR AIDS?
each medicine should be taken. It will also depend on whetherit should be taken
16
to
<18
35
to
<39.5
9
_
21/4
=
still
VIRACEPT is not a cure for HIV infection or AIDS. People taking VIRACEPT may
with or without food.
18 to <23
39.5 to <50.5
10
2 1/2
2
develop opportunistic infections or other conditions associated with HIV infection.
Nucleoside analogues: No drug interaction problems were seen when VIRACEPT
223
250.5
15
3 3/4
3
Some of these conditions are pneumonia, herpes virus infections, Mycobacterium
was given with:

avium complex (MAC) infections, and Kaposi‘s sarcoma.

There is no proof that VIRACEPT can reduce the risk of transmitting HIV to Others

R
through sexual contact or blood contamination.
WHO SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT TAKE VIRACEPT?
Together with your doctor, you need to decide whether VIRACEPT is appropriate
for you. In making your decision, the following should be considered:
Allergies: If you have had a serious allergic reaction to VIRACEPT, you must
not take VIRACEPT. You should also inform your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist of
—any known allergies to substances such as other medicines, foods, preservatives,
or dyes.
If you are pregnant: The effects of VIRACEPT on pregnant women or their unborn
babies are not known. If you are pregnantor plan to become pregnant, you should
tell your doctor before taking VIRACEPT.
If you are breast—feeding: You should discuss with your doctor the best way to
feed your baby. You should be aware that if your baby does not already have HIV,
there is a chance that it can be transmitted through breast—feeding. Women
should not breast—feed if they have HIV.
Children: VIRACEPT is available for the treatment of children 2 through 13 years
of age with HIV. There is a powder form of VIRACEPT that can be mixed with milk,
baby formula, or foods like pudding. Instructions on how to take VIRACEPT powder
can be found in a later section that discusses how VIRACEPT Oral Powder should
be prepared.
If you have liver disease: VIRACEPT has not been studied in people with liver
disease. If you have liver disease, you should tell your doctor before taking VIRACEPT.
Other medical problems: Certain medical problems may affect the use of
VIRACEPT. Some people taking protease inhibitors have developed new or more
serious diabetes or high blood sugar. Some people with hemophilia have had
increased bleeding. It is not known whether the protease inhibitors caused these
problems. Be sure to tell your doctorif you have hemophilia types Aand B,
diabetes mellitus, or an increase in thirst and/or frequent urination.
Changes in body fat have been seen in some patients taking protease inhibitors.
These changes may include increased amount of fat in the upper back and neck
("buffalo hump"), breast, and around the trunk. Loss of fat from the face, legs
and arms may also happen. The cause and long—term health effects of these
conditions are not known at this time.
CAN VIRACEPT BE TAKEN WITH OTHER MEDICATIONS?
VIRACEPT may interact with other drugs, including those you take without a
prescription. You must discuss with your doctor any drugs that you are taking
or are planning to take before you take VIRACEPT.
Medicines you should not take with VIRACEPT:
Propulsid® (cisapride, for heartburn)
Cordarone® (amiodarone, for irregular heartbeat)
Quinidine (for irregular heartbeat), also,known as Quinaglute®, Cardioquin®,
Quinidex®, and others
Ergot derivatives (Cafergot® and others, for migraine headache)
Halcion® (triazolam)
Versed® (midazolam)
Page 4 — Triangle Journal News — July 2001

Retrovir (zidovudine, AZT)

In measuring oral powder, the scoop or teaspoon should be level.

Epivir (Iamivudine, 3TC)

*1 level scoop contains 50 mg of VIRACEPT. Use only the scoop provided with
your VIRACEPT bottle.
t 1 level teaspoon contains 200 mg of VIRACEPT. Note: A measuring teaspoon
used for dispensing medication should be used for measuring VIRACEPT Oral
Powder. Ask your pharmacist to make sure you have a medication dispensing
teaspoon.
*

Zerit (stavudine, d4T)
Videx® (didanosine, ddl)
If you are taking both Videx (ddl) and VIRACEPT:
Videx should be taken without food, on an empty stomach. Therefore, you
should take VIRACEPT with food one hourafter or more than two hours before
you take Videx.
R
Nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTHs):
When VIRACEPT is taken together with:
>
;
The amount of VIRACEPT in your blood is unchanged. A dose adjustment is not
needed when VIRACEPT is used with Viramune.

Viramune® (nevirapine)

Sustiva‘"" (efavirenz)
The amount of VIRACEPT in your blood may be increased. A dose adjustmentis
not needed when VIRACEPT is used with Sustiva.
Other NNRTis

_

VIRACEPT has not been studied with other NNRTis.
Other protease inhibitors:

©

When VIRACEPT is taken together with:
Crixivan® (indinavir)
The amount of both drugs in your blood may be increased. Currently, there are
no safety and efficacy data available from the use of this combination.
Norvir®"" (ritonavir)
The amount of VIRACEPT in your blood may be increased. Currently, there are
no safety and efficacy data available from the use of this combination.
Invirase® (saquinavir)
:
The amount of saquinavir in your blood may be increased. Currently, there are
no safety and efficacy data available from the use of this combination.
WHAT ARE THE SIDE EFFECTS OF VIRACEPT?
Like all medicines, VIRACEPT can cause side effects. Most of the side effects
experienced with VIRACEPT have been mild to moderate. Diarrhea is the most
common side effect in people taking VIRACEPT, and most adult patients had at least
mild diarrhea at some point during treatment. In clinical studies, about 15—20%
of patients receiving VIRACEPT 750 mg (three tablets) three times daily or 1250
mg (five tablets) two timesdaily had four or more loose stools a day. In most cases,
diarrhea can be controlled using antidiarrheal medicines, such as Imodium® A—
D (loperamide) and others, which are available without a prescription.
Other side effects that occurred in 2% or more of patients receiving VIRACEPT
include nausea, gas and rash.
There were other side effects noted in clinical studies that occurred in less than
2% of patients receiving VIRACEPT. However, these side effects may have been
due to other drugs that patients were taking or to the illness itself. Except for
diarrhea, there were not many differences in side effects in patients who took

How should VIRACEPT Oral Powder be prepared?
The oral powder may be mixed with a small amount of water, milk, formula, _
— soy formula, soy milk, dietary supplements, or dairy foods such as pudding or
ice cream. Once mixed, the entire amount must be taken to obtain the full dose.
Do not mix the powder with any acidic food or juice, such as orange or grapefruit
juice, apple juice, or apple sauce, because this may create a bitter taste.
Once the powder is mixed, it may be stored at room temperature or refrigerated
for up to 6 hours. Do not heat the mixed dose once it has been prepared.
Do not add water to bottles of oral powder.
VIRACEPT powderis supplied with a scoop for measuring. For help in determining
the exact dose of powderfor your child, please ask your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist.
VIRACEPT Oral Powder contains aspartame, a low—calorie sweetener, and
therefore should not be taken by children with phenylketonuria (PKU).
HOW SHOULD VIRACEPT BE STORED?

Keep VIRACEPT and all other medicines out of the reach of children. Keep bottle
closed and store at room temperature (between 59°F and 86°F) away from
— sources of moisture such as a sink or other damp place. Heat and moisture
may reduce the effectiveness of VIRACEPT.
Do not keep medicine that is out of date or that you no longer need. Be sure
~ that if you throw any medicine away, it is out of the reach of children. ;
Discuss all questions about your health with your doctor. If you have questions
about VIRACEPT or any other medication you are taking, ask your doctor, nurse,
or pharmacist. You can also call 1.888.VIRACEPT (1.888.847.2237) toll free.
Call 1.888.VIRACEPT
VIRACEPT and Agouron are registered trademarks of Agouron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Copyright ©2001, Agouron Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All rights reserved.
——

A Pfizer Company
Agouron Pharmaceuticals Inc.
La Jolla, California, 92037, USA
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Equality Tennessee

Memphis

Elects

Award Winners for 2001

New Board

At the most recent meeting of eral house parties to promote
Equality Tennessee, introduce the
Equality Tennessee, the new ex—
group to new members, and to
ecutive board for the upcoming
help raise funds.
year was put into place, plans to
Equality Tennessee‘s focus
keep the organization visible
project, a hate crimes registry, is
throughout the state were final—
ized, and fund—raising opportuni— an ongoing concern. An easy—to—
use incident report form has been
ties were discussed.
developed
and will be made
Brandon Hutchison of Nash—
available throughout the state to
ville is the organization‘s new
all GLBT groups who wish to
board chair. Jim Williams was
elected treasurer, and Susan participate.
"In its first year, Equality Ten—
Compton is the new secretary.
nessee
has made tremendous
The regional co—chairs who are
strides," said Rhonda White, out—
responsible for overseeing group
going board chair. "We‘re in an
activities in the three grand divi—
excellent position to move for—
sions of the state are Cyrus
ward and have a strong, relevant
Ginwala, East Tennessee; Carter
impact on the state of Tennessee.
Witt, Middle Tennessee; and Jim
Now is the time for the GLBT
Maynard, West Tennessee.
citizens of our state to step for—
Although Equality Tennessee
ward and support an organization
is just over a year old, growth of
like this."
the organization has been steady.
For further information, con—
Look for an Equality Tennessee
tact:
Equality Tennessee, P.O.
presence at all Pride events
Box 330965, Nashville, TN
throughout the state this summer.
37203—7507, www.equalitytn.org
Group organizers have used sev—

Baker
Continued from page 1
was revealed just before the final
number of the show.
Baker has been a resident of
Memphis for more than 20 years
and was a former employee of
Wang‘s International. She was
‘49.
In addition to the Mystic
Krewe of Aphrodite, Baker was

Pride
Continued from page 1
and Carol Plunk and her band.
During the event, a demonstra—
tion of square dancing was staged
by the Cotton Pickin‘ Squares, a
major announcement was made
by the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center concerning
the possible purchase of a build—
ing, the parade contest winners

Center
Contnued from pag 1
many gay and lesbian organiza—
tions in the city as well as a meet—
ing space for up to 200 people at
a time.
The building shares the mid—
town corner of Peabody and
Bellevue with St. John‘s United
Methodist Church and the Church
Health Center. It is immediately
south of Central High School.
It currently is configured with
four units, three of which are resi—
dential in use. Its zoning allows
the building to be used for resi—
dential or commercial use.

Pride Announces

Memphis Pride, Inc.made its
annual community service
awards at a ceremony during the
Gay Pride Festival at the Mid—
South Colesium on Sat., June 16.
Nominations for the eight spe—
cific categories were made by at—
tendees at Pride‘s Spring Picnic.
After the nominations were
cast, the MPI Board chose the top
three vote—getters in each cat—
egory and placed them on an of—
ficial ballot. People attending the
May 21 open MPI meeting voted
for their choices.
~*»Lifetime Achievement Award
— Sharon Wray
* Organization of the Year —
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite
* Volunteer of the Year (tie) —
Barbara Jean Jason and Betty

Richerson
* Female Role Model of the.
Year — Angela Lamb
« Male Role Model of the Year
— Rev. Tim Meadows

active in several charitable orga—
nizations including Friends for
Life, Loving Arms, Aphrodite
and the American Cancer Soci—
ety.
Baker was a founding member
of the Mystic Krewe of MU and
was selected as Queen Magique
II for the 2001 Mardi Gras Ball.
She grew up in West Memphis,
Ark., and graduated from West
Memphis High School. She re—

ceived a business degree from
Memphis State University.
She leaves a sister Peggy
dePeralta of Fremont, Calif., a
brother Tommy Warbritton of
Marion, Ark., and her dover Linda
Jones of Memphis.
The family has requested that
memorials be sent to the Mystic
Krewe of Memphis United at
7626 Shelby Woods Cove, Mem—
phis, TN 38125.

and the Memphis Pride, Inc. Pride
Awards were handed out.
The winners for the Parade
awards were:
* Best Walking Group — Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center
* Best Float — Mystic Krewe of
Memphis United
« Best Costumes — Mystic
Krewe of Memphis United
« Most Representative of Theme
— Integrity

* Most Prideful — Memphis
Coalition for Justice
The Memphis Pride Inc. 2001
Pride celebration activities were
sponsored by Fantasy Ware—
house, Amnesia Memphis,
Sowell Realty, Mystic Krewe of
Aphrodite, Mystic Krewe of
Memphis United, Arabica Gour—
met Coffeeshop & Bistro and "
Bogie‘s Delicatessen on the
Square. Media sponsor was Fam—
ily and Friends Magazine.

Piechowski said that MGLCC $25 or more a month for a period
has raised the initial $86,000 in of three years. This campaign,
just four weeks and that it hoped Piechowski said could result in
to raise at least that much in the about $270,000 in operating
funds for the Center. Donations
next month.
can
be made by either credit card
However, he said, the purchase
of the building is only the start or checking account debits di—
— ongoing funding for the Cen— rectly to the center.
Donations are tax—deductible
ter is necessary to pay for such
expenses such as insurance, utili— , as provided by law since the cen—
ter enjoys the federal tax—exempt
ties, telephones and security.
To that end, MGLCC an— status.
For more information or to do—
nounced a campaign, dubbed the
nate,
contact the center at
500 Club.
500 people are being asked to MGLCC, PO Box 41074, Mem—
make a long—term financial com— phis, TN 38174—1074.
mitment to the center in the form
of pledges of $5, $10, $15, $20,

TJN Staffer Angela Lamb won MPI‘s award for Female Role Model of the
Year. Angela also serves as treasurer for the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center and is Friends for Life‘s volunteer coordinator.
* Entertainer of the Year —
Alison Tate
* Best Bar of the Year — One
More

* GLBT—Supportive Business of
the Year (non—bar) — Family _
and Friends Magazine

~a Tio N A L
NP
con women
MONTHLY MEETING
THURS, JULY 12 7 P.M.
YWCA — 766 S. Highland St.
for more information, call 578—3286
Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.

Gay & Lesbian

vatchboard
©324—4297 —
24 Hours a Day
Computer Voice—Mail Information
for Memphis—area Gay
Clubs, Organizations, Counselors,
Nightclubs, Restaurants and more!

A service of the .
‘/ Memphis Gay &
Lesbian Community1
Center.

/
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i Insitute and PFLAG
Pride Rally Hears Messages from Gandh

Keep the Spirit of Gandhi Alive
&

By Leigh Johnson —
Administrator, M.K. Gandhi
Institute for the Study of
Nonviolence
E

I aim very grateful for the invi—
tation to speak tonight on behalfof
the M.K. Gandhi Institute for Non—
violence in support of Memphis
Pride weekend. At the heart of both
the philosophy and practice of
Mahatma Gandhi‘s nonviolence
was an uncompromising dedication
to the struggle for human rights and
equality both by, and on the behalf
of, the least advantaged.
The Gandhi Institute, since its
inception in Memphis in 1991, has
also been committed to illuminat—
ing and combating the injustices
that are levied daily against the gay
community wherever they may
occur. —
Through our longtime national
association with Soulforce, the
nonviolent gay rights activist group
headed by Rev. Mel White, to our
most recent inclusion in the Mem—
_phis Human Rights Coalition, we
have remained steadfast in our
work to apply the principles of non—
violence, in action, toward raising
awareness and creating social ten—
sion in those places where our city
and our nation should care and has
forgotten—or more often re—
fused—to care.
Y our demonstration of solidar—
ity tonight and throughout Pride
weekend is a powerful presence—
and each one of you embodies, in
this event, the force of a commu—
nity unwilling to consent to its own

a way that strives for imaginative,
containment, whether through ex—
resourceful, inspired change.
ploitation or invisibility.
I urge you to continue to
Your insistence on naming
strengthen your community and
yourselves, in a public space, as a
progress in your labor for equality
proud and certain collective. is
in this way: do not forsake the prin—
much more than the reiteration of
ciples and practices of nonviolence
a still—too—silent identity; it is also
that seek the kind of justice which
a refusal to cooperate with the in—
transforms and empowers lives and
justice that every day would com—
communities through events like
mand your silence. And that
Memphis Pride.
non—cooperation with prejudice and
Lest we forget, the Pride cel—
inequality in all of its manifesta—
ebration is simultaneously a com—
tions is the force more powerful
memoration of a tragi¢ instance of
that has drivensuccessful
violence 32 years ago at a small bar
lent struggles for the last century.
on Christopher Street in Greenwich
This is the process of seeking for
Village.
f
justice within and against unjust
In 1969, after suffering for years
social orders, and doing so along—
under
the
oppression
of
side your brothers and sisters about
unspeakability, the words "Gay
whom, in the most genuine spirit
Power," for the first time, rang out
of nonviolence, you can never be
at the Stonewall Inn.
indifferent. Radical non—indiffer—
In our—continuing struggle for
ence to the other forces us to ac—
open—mindedness and equal treat—
count for the experience and
ment in expressions of gender and
freedom of people and groups dif—
ferent from ourselves, just. as it sexuality, we must be mindful of
the proximity of that threshold be—
forces us to be accountable to them.
tween negotiation and violence. It
In your presence here at the
is all too easy to be worn down by
event of Memphis Pride, you rein—
the dehumanizing tacties of social
force a public accountability for the
and political conservatism: sexual
diverse experience and freedom of
the lesbian, gay, bisexual and ‘stereotyping, abridgement of legal
rights and institutional privileges,
transgendered community.
broken promises and inauthentic
At the Gandhi Institute, we
compromise, and the constant dull
firmly believe that difference can
pressure of marginalization.
be a priority in the work of non—
You see, real power derives
violent constructive social action.
from the consent of those it would
And we find over and again that
control, not always the threat of
when difference remains a priority,
violence against them. Continue to
it does so in a way that is more cou—
refuse your consent to these strate—
rageous, more willing to find new
gies of oppression. But do not lose
and untried methods of triumph, in

Living Word

Church
]. Kyle Deargn, Pastor;

Christian

0 N.Garkant»
Meirphts. TW 38104
Phone :70o—t7?
_ Sunbay Morning
Sunvay Evening
Wermesbay Evenms

10 a.m.
4 p.m.
7? p.m.

"And in accordance with this will of God, we
~have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once for
all of the body of Jesus Christ"
_——Hebrews 10:10 AMP

worsh|p
Our Awsome God!

Join us as we praise and
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the compassion that makes this — I just received the photos from
community so powerfully effective Soulforce‘s gay rights demonstra—
in New Orleans at the South—
in its honest appeal forjustice. tion
Baptist Convention. In one of
We cannot eradicate conflict or ern
pictures, there was a young,
the collateral damage of deep— the
tow—headed girl—probably not old
seeded prejudices and assump— enough
to read, yet—standing with
tions, but we should continue to her parents
holding up a sign bear—
demand that legitimate social, eco— ing an unspeakably
hateful anti—gay
nomic and political power be dis—
Behind them in the photo,
tributed without recourse to message.
violence—and that can only be the church bus that brought them
the Southern Baptist Convention.
done through nonviolent love and toI could
not help but think of once,
compassion. Ifjustice is the social when Mahatma
was visit—
form of compassion, then nonvio— ing Great Britain,Gandhi
snidely
lence is the political form of jus— commenting on hisa reporter
brown
skin
and
tice.
minimal
clothing
asked:
"Mr.
The Gandhi Institute takes se—
riously its role in and relationship Gandhi, what do you think ofWest—
civilization now?"
to the greater community, and to ernGandhi
replted "I think it would
that end I want to express our sup—
be
a
good
idea."
port of Memphis Pride and the Thank you for your strength,
Memphis Human Rights Coalition. your
and your persever—
On a more personal note, it ance. courage,
Please
remain
in
seems to me almost incredible the your work for peace andsteadfast
justice
and
intensity and ferocity with which to broaden and extend pride of this
the homophobic element in soci— powerful and beautiful community.
ety still wields its influence.
Why We March for

___

Gay and Lesbian Rights
By Dr. Arnold Drake
National President, Parents and
Friend of Lesbians and Gays
Thank you for asking me to
speak. The advantage of speaking
last is that everyone will remem—
ber your remarks. The disadvan—
tage is that all these very bright
people have all said everything that
could possibly be said. Whatever
I say will be a very weak repeti—©
< tion
I once was asked why we march
in a Gay Pride parade
We march because we celebrate
the fact that once, along time ago,
a small group of gays and lesbians
at an obscure gay bar called the
Stonewall defied the unjust laws
of that time. They fought with the
police for three days. As a result,
the laws and the opinions slowly
began to change.
And we march to show our soli—
darity with our GLBT brothers and
sisters, and their friends and fami—
lies, who are marching everywhere
this month.
We march because we live in a
country where a noisy, uninformed
minority seems temporarily to con—
trol our lives, but where opinion
polls show that their ignorant, in—
tolerant pointof view is losing fa—
vor.
And we march becausewe live
in a country where dissent is wel—
come, where our strength lies in
our diversity, where we are free to
express our opinions openly, and
where we are free to disagree, even
with others in our own community.
We march because we live in a
city with a school system that has
a very good non—discrimination

policy and a good anti—sexual ha—
rassment policy, and where the top
administrators are struggling might—
ily to protect our children, and need
our support.
And we march because we live
in a city where far too many GLBT
youth in those schools still continue
to suffer the sting of daily sexual
. harassment
We march because we live in a
city whose mayor had the courage
to welcome Judy Shepard when she
came here to speak.
And we march because what
happened to Matthew Shepard, and
Billy Jack Gaither, and to far too
many other victims of hate crtmes,
_

is still happening.
_
We march because we can‘t be
out at work because our bosses, our
co—workers, our employees, our
customers just do not understand.
And we march because we are
out at work, and our bosses, our co—
workers, our employees, our clients
and customers are supportive, en—
couraging and understanding
— We march because one of our
two major political parties openly
welcomes us, openly asks for our
votes, and openly believes that we
are a vital part ofthe political pro—
sess
_
And we march because one po—
litical party does not even acknowl— _
edge us. The president ofthe United
‘States will not sign a proclamation
for Gay Pride month, and members
ofthat party hang their heads when _
an openly Gay congressman from
that party speaks at their political
convention on the sexually explicit
topic of world trade.
.
And we march because the vice—
See Why We March on page 9
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Amnesty

International

By Celeste Tarricone
Associated Press Writer

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(AP) — Gays in dozens of coun—
tries face torture, jail and beatings
because of their sexuality, with
more than 70 nations outlawing ho—
mosexual relationships, Amnesty
International said in a report tssued

June 22.
Across the world, gays are
harrassed, assaulted — even vio—
lently targetted by police, often
with little recourse in the courts, the
London—based rights group said.
Torture and mistreatment were
cited in Argentina, Pakistan,
Uganda, Brazil, and the United
States, among other countries. In
some countries such as Russia,
gays are pushed against their will
to undergo psychiatric treatment to,
alter their sexuality, the report said.
The 70—page report — "Crimes
of Hate, Conspiracy of Silence:
Torture and III—Treatment Based on
Sexual Identity" — was released at
a news conference here, and
chronicles dozens of abuses from

#PO783

a survey of 30 countries.
The report — which deals with
the treatment of gay men, lesbians,
bisexuals and transgender people
— focuses mostly on selected cases
and does not provide an estimate
of the number of people who are
‘harrassed, jailed or killed because
oftheir sexuality.
Ignacio Saiz, the report‘ sauthor,
— said statistics are difficult to cal—
culate since most incidents are not
reported and governments are fre—
quently reluctant to share informa—
tion.
Saiz said Amnesty had pub—
lished the information it did un—
cover to draw attention to the
problem.
"There‘s a conspiracy of Si—
lence," he said. "We‘re talking
about a large number of mudents

Gay rights
compelling sense that theirtosexual
ence hailed the report as a
confer
identity does not conform their

Opponents Claim Athletes Could Spread
cs
HIV If Montreal Hosts Gay Olympi
the Gay Games are nondiscrimina—
Oppo—
—
(AP)
REAL
MONT
_
tion and freedom of expression;"
the
bid tothehostgames
swant
treal‘
ofMon
— nents
said Heon. "I don‘t think there are
Games
Gay
2006
any statistics or documentation to
they be—in—
es could
becaus
ere
tolievego elsewh
show an increase of any kind of
athlete
g
visitin
e (from past games). I think
‘diseas
.
ofHIV
spread
the
crease
can judge that kind of
public
the
—
cases."
ed
isolat
not one or two
prin—
ofthe
one
e
Becaus
"Why?
misinformation for themselves."
Among the cases documented in
the report was the story of Vanessa
Lorena Ledesma, a transgender
woman from Cordoba, Argentina,
who died in jail five days after be—
ing arrested in a bar.
The report said she was severely
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step
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beaten by police, and ,aninclud
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Interna
sexual
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Amnes
tion based
Since 1991,
crimina
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showed signs of torture every
re—
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campa
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bruises and cuts on almost
, thein end
lease of people who have y.been "This is abreakthrough
*
inch of her body.
this
identit
about
sexual
r
silence
forthei
the
of
jailed
that The report‘s recommendations countries," said Rodney Leutoloour,
The report pointed out gays
abuse is not only limited toes bi— include repealing laws banning ho— founder ofa gay rights group in
and lesbians, but also includpeople
ality and doing away with Uganda. "People like us need the
sexuals and transgender with ,a mosexu
same rights as others."
forced medical treatment for gays.
who are defined as those
activists atthe news
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MASSAGE

Clpal arguments made by the orga—
nizing committee of Montreal‘s bid
for the Gay Games is that Montreal
is the only candidate city where
people can enter without an AIDS
test," said Daniel Cormier, the head
of a group opposing the city‘s in—
volvement in the event.
"Even if they have AIDS, they
can enter freely."
Cormier‘s group, which calls
itself No Committee 2006, held a
news conference June 22 to de—
nounce the Royal Bank‘s decision
not to open a bank account for the
organization‘ fund—raising efforts.
The group includes the Chris—
— tian Heritage Party and Campaign
Life Coalition for Quebec. It was
formed after Montreal announced
its official bid for the games in
April.

Montreal is competing with
three U.S. cities — Chicago, At—
lanta and Los Angeles — to hold
the games, which are expected to
draw about 24,000 athletes and
200,000 spectators. The host city
will be announced Oct. 235,
The No Committee has offi—
The No Committee plans to take
cially regtstered its name and has
Royal Bank to court or lodge a
the
begun receiving donations to help
int with the Quebec Human
compla
dis—
the
promote what it claims are
Rights
Commission.
advantages of bringing the games
ard said the bank is con—
Chouin
to the city.
fident
it
acted
legally.
But the Royal Bank refused to
we have an orga—
case,
this
"In
. open an account for the group.
n statement
missio
whose
The bank is not interested, or nization
ion of ho—
promot
the
oppose
to
legally obligated, to do business is
said.
nard
Choui
"
ality,
mosexu
with any organization whose mis—
we
and
neutral
remain
to
want
"We
said
sion could be discriminatory,
an
open
to
agree
if we would
bank spokesman Raymond think
we
,
zation
organi
that
for
t
accoun
Chouinard.
then take a stand in favor of
Jean Heon, spokesman for, the would
Committee, and we don‘t
No
the
bid,
group headingup Montreal‘s
want to."
said he didn‘t want to interfere in
The debate over Montreal‘s bid
for
As
s.
policie
l
interna
bank‘s
the
the games comes on the eve of
for
the No Committee‘s health con—
s and festivities to celebrate
parade
war—
cerns, Heon said they don‘t
gay pride in Toronto.
rant a response.
"The first rules and prmctplesof .
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See Page 32
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‘\ This Month:
Ann Heche Trades
— Activism for
Pretty Dresses

SoulForce‘sJazz Funeral

Baptist Convention

People from all over the United
© States joined together in New Or—
leans June 11—13 at the Southern
Baptist Convention to protest the
anti—gay teachings of Southern
Baptists and spread a message of
hope that hearts and minds can
change to embrace gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender individu—
als.
Soulforce, an interfaith network
of gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender (GLBT) individuals
and their families, friends and al—
lies, is committed to applying the
principles of nonviolent resistance
as taught by Gandhi and King to
the liberation of sexual and gender
minorities.
— During the two days of meet—
ings, Soulforce supporters received
training in non—violence, took turns
standing vigil in front of the

Superdome where the Southern
Baptist Convention was taking
place, and participated in a Jazz
Funeral to mourn the suffering of
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender Southern Baptists.
Members of the anti—gay
Westboro Baptist Church from
Topeka stood nearby protesting
Soulforce, and carrying signs read—
ing, "God Hates Fags," and other
anti—gay messages. Prior to going
to New Orleans, Soulforce asked
for pledges to help raise money
based on the number of hours
Westboro Baptists were present.
Soulforce raised over $10,000.
The culmination of two days of
vigils in New Orleans was a his—
toric jazz funeral, followed by a
press conference and civil disobe—
dience and arrests. Hundreds of
people lined the streets as more

than 100 Soulforce supporters fol—
lowed a jazz band through the
streets of New Orleans around the
Superdome, mourning for the suf—
fering and deaths of gay Southern
Baptists. A coffin filled with let—
ters from and about those who have
been hurt by Southern Baptist
teaching was also part of the pro—
cession. °
"Southern Baptist teachings are
a primary source of misinformation
about sexual and gender minori—
ties," declared Bill Carpenter,
Soulforce co—chair of the event.
""Their teachings lead to discrimi—
nation, suffering, and even death.
We will continue to bring to light
the suffering these teachings cause
and pray for the day when all
people will. be embraced for who
God created them to be."
After the press conference,

Members of thegay rights group Sou/force carry abannerin front of the
Louisiana Superdome where the Southern Baptists were holding their
annual meeting, Wed., June 13, in New Orleans.
(AP Photo/Bill Haber)
supporters tried to take the coffin
and the letters into the
Superdome, but were stopped by
police and ordered to leave.
Thirty—four individuals were ar—
rested and taken to police head—

Pentagon Discharges Record Number
Under "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" Policy
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ourTotal
nation‘s
where
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Navy‘
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Army
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TrainingUnitandCommandaresta—
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tioned.
271
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1999.menSLDNbelievesmore
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... Say it with Pride
._
specializing in
AFRICAN—AMERICAN LESBIAN & GAY
GREETING CARDS
3
{gS p/)
NEW BIRTHDAY

training and a failure of
leadership."
The Air Force dlscharged 177
service members in 2000, down dra—
matically from 352 in 1992. Most
significant were discharges from
Lackland Air Force Base, which
dropped from 221 in 1999 to 37 in
2000. Those numbers are in the wake
of recommendations made by SLDN
to Lackland leadership in 2000 to
better train service members on the
policy.
Marine Corps discharges in—
creased slightly, from 97 in 1999 to
104 in 2000. The Coast Guard dis—
charged 19 service members_up
from 12 in 1999.

Why We
March
Continued from page 7
president of the United States, from
that same political party, took his
oath of office with all of his fam—
ily, including his openly lesbian
daughter and her life—partner, at his
side
We march because our arch—
conservative attorney general,
whose nomination was opposed by
almost all gay organizations, met
with gay members ofhis party, and
promised to continue non—discrimi—
nation policies in the federal gov—
ernment
We march because in 37 states,
a person can be fired from his or
her job because of sexual orienta—

tion or gender expression.
And we march because in 13
states, and in more than 100 cities
and other communities, and in hun—
dreds of businesses, GLBT people
are protected and welcomed
We march because in 49 states
GLBT persons have no easy legal
way of protecting their relationships
And we march because in Ver—
mont, the only state with a same—
gender civil union law, that
ground—breaking law is under vi—
cious attack
o
We march because we are tired
of the hatred, bigotry and. hypoc—
risy put forth in the name ofreli—
gion
f
And we march because many of
our churches and faith communi—
ties are open, welcoming and af—
firming of GLBT persons, and are

working hard to change the minds,
hearts and souls of their ill—in—
formed brothers and sisters.
We march because our families:
don‘t understand us, and reject us,
and feel we have poor moral val—
ues.
And we march because our
families do love us and understand
us, and celebrate us, and do their
best to convince the rest of the
world that our morals are just fine
We march because we, your
mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers,

quarters to be booked on charges
of trespassing. However, the
New Orleans city attorney
dropped all charges against the
Soulforce supporters who were
arrested.

or.

&
ANNIVERSARY DESIGNS
available at
Inz & Outz at 553 S5. Cooper
(901) 728—6535
www.ourfrenz.com

, Memphis
FriendsMeeting3233196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church— 7566433
| Prescott Memorial! Baptist Church — 327—8479 —
Safe Harbor MCC— 458—0501
_

sons, daughters, families and | St. Johns United Methodist Church — 276—4 104
St. Patrick Gatholic Church — 527—2542
St. Therese Gatholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241

friends are here for you, our GLBT
family members. We love you. We
congratulate you. We affirm you.
We celebrate you. We shall over—
come!!

C.
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In Long Island — And Across the
Nation — A Suburban Rite of Passage
Gets a New Twist
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&C

From right, Jamel Liverman, 15, Rachele Pellegrino, 17, andJanet Sosnicki,
18, Jenn Ravert, 16, back right, and Melissa Viera, 13, back left speak in
Bay Shore, N. Y., about their expectations for the Pride Gala, a prom forgay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender youth, that was held in Sayville, N.Y.
(AP Photo/Ed Betz)
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HRC Hails New Gallup Poll Showing Conti
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U.S. Public Opinion on Some Gay Issues
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Harris Poll: Majority Back U.S. Job Discrimination Law
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Despite the difference in ques—
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mistakenly
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place.

Census Shows Dramatic
THE

PUMPING

STATION

Increasein Same—sex
Partner Households
WASHINGTON — Census fig—
ures released for Vermont and Dela—
ware show a dramatic increase in the
number of households that comprise
same—sex partners, but continue to
undercount the actual number due to
continued anti—gay bias, the Human
Rights Campaign said.
‘"These figures represent a very
positive trend for Delaware and Ver—
mont," said David M. Smith, HRC‘ s
communications director and senior
strategist.
"In our opinion, the increase re—
veals more and more couples are
willing to identify themselves as
same—sex partners in a federal sur—
vey, but many continue to fear a
backlash from anti—gay policies at the
federal level, and continued societal
anti—gay bias."
. In Vermont, the total number of
households comprising same—sex
partners was 1,933, a 422 percent in—
crease from 1990. A total of 762
households were comprised of male
couples, and 1,171 were comprised
of female couples. The total number
of same—sex partner households was
10.7 percent of all unmarried part—
ner households, including male—fe—
male couples.
The census counted 240,634 to—
~ tal households in Vermont, which

included 18,079 total unmarried panner households.
In Delaware, the total number of
households comprising same—sex
partners was 1,868, a 781 percent in—
crease from 1990. This number rep—
resents 10.2 percent of all unmarried
partner households. The census
counted 298,736 total households in
Delaware, with a total of 18,298 un—
married partner households.
"As more gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender families feel com—
fortable about identifying them—
selves, the American people will
become aware that public policy does
not treat them equally and will seek
to rectify this injustice," said Lisa
Bennett, deputy director for HRC
FamilyNet, HRC‘ s web channel for
families.
FamilyNet can be found on the
web at www.hrc.org/familynet.
The census will be releasing data
for other states in batches to be com—
pleted by mid—August, according to
census officials.
The Human Rights Campaign is
working with the Urban Institute, a
Washington, D.C.—based think thank
specializing in statistical analysis, on
a special project to analyze same—sex
partner household data.

weekly Events

Pool Tournament withJeff Hardy

Import Night — $1 Off Imports and
Premium Beers — B30 — 3:00

DJ Andrew — Patio Bar Open

Beer Bust and Buffet
Retro Afternoons (70‘s, 80‘s,
90‘s with DJ Record PLAYA,
formerly of Amnesia.) .

Monday — Saturday HAPPY HOUR
$1.25 Domestic Long Necks 2—7 PM

1382 Poplar Ave : (901) 272—7600
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No Such Thing as a Constitutional

s
Hate—crime Law, Attorney Say
One Utah lawmaker who has
is no way for the average person to
tried to draft hate—crimes legislation
know what kind of activities are
says the goal is to draw the line
illegal.
"It doesn‘t properly define who — between protected speech and ille—
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —.
gal actions.
the victims are supposed to be,"
Writing a hate—crimes law that pro—
"Hate—crimes legislation is not
Barnard
said.
tects the people it is supposéd to _
designed
to shut anyone up," said
Attorney ~ General
Mark
protect — without trampling the
Rep.
David
Litvack, D—Salt Lake.
Shurtleff and Gov. Mike Leavitt,
Constitution — may be impossible,
An
effective
and constitutional
both named as defendants in the
a civil rights attorney said June 19.
hate—crimes law would list specific
suit,
did
not
immediately
comment
The issue came up in the case
groups who might be the target of
on the matter.
of Eric Ward, an animal rights ac—
~
prejudiced
acts. The trouble in Utah
Current law makes it a hate
tivist who was charged with a hate
is
agreeing
on which groups to list,
crime to intimidate or terrorize
crime and gang activity for two
Litvack said. Including gays and
people
who
are
pursuing
their
own
1999 protests at a fur salon and a
lesbians as a group has caused con—
constitutionally protected rights.
fur merchant.
in the religiously conser—
troversy
"The nature of the potential
Although the hate—crime matter
state.
vative
crime is unclear," Barnard said.
was dropped, a civil rights attorney
"Sexual orientation ... that‘s a
Attempts to draft new hate—
sued in federal court on Ward‘s
big
barrier, but it‘s worth the fight,"
crime laws, such as a bill sponsored
behalf, asking a judge to prevent
Litvack
said.
by Sen. Pete Suazo, D—Salt Lake,
the state from enforcing its current
..
Protecting
minorities and the
are fio. better, Barnard said.
hate—crime law in the future.
"unpopular from persecution is a
Suazo‘s
bill
defines
hate
crimes
The hate—crime charge, which
noble goal, Barnard said, but put—
as acts directed against members of
would have bumped Ward‘s mis—
ting
that goal into law often ends
specific groups, without mention—
demeanor disorderly conduct and
up
backfiring.
ing what those groups are.
trespassing charges up to felonies,
"There‘s potential for evil to
This attempt to get around the _.
was dropped in December.
come out of hate—crimes legisla—
short,
falls
vagueness
s
law‘
current
Ward ended up pleading guilty
tion," he said.
Barnard said, pointing out that the
to the trespassing charge. The gang
In the protests where Ward was
bill is modeled after a Texas law
enhancement, which kicked in be—
demonstrators chained
arrested,
that
has
since
been
repealed.
cause more than three people were
themselves
to the doorsof a down—
"It is very difficult — maybe
involved, meant Ward spent two
town
fur
salon
and later burned an
impossible — to draft a hate crime
days in jail and paid a $1,850 fine
effigy
of
a
mink
stole in front of
statute that is clear enough with—
plus about $1,000 in restitution.
the salon owner‘s home.
out
trampling
on
people‘s
rights,"
The law is unconstitutional,
he said.
Brian Barnard said, because there
By Rich Vosepka
Associated Press Writer
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The leading edge of the multi—colored gay pride banner in the Gay Pride
Parade held June 15.
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Calendar

of

Other Mid—South Resources

Events

JULY 2001
Thur., June 28
«Living with HIV Support
Group — Holy Trinity —
bpm
«Safe Harbor MCC — Bible
Study — 7pm
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church — 7pm
"Star Karaoke — Cross—
roads — 10pm

Fri., June 29
Percent"
sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
PFLAG (Jackson, TN) —
49 Old Hickory Boule—
vard — 6:30pm
«Midtowners Bowling —
Cherokee Bowling
Center (2930 Lamar
Avenue) — 7pm
«Pool Tournament —
Crossroads — 8pm

Sat., June 30
«Memphis Campfire Boys
and Girls Club — First
Congregational Church —
CompFireMemphis@yahoo.com
— 12noon

‘Love! Valour! Compas—
sion! — Hosted by MGLCC
— Circuit Playhouse —
324—4297 or 278—1208 —
8pm
Sun., July 1
«First Congregational
Church — Services —
gam & 10:30am
‘Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
«Safe Harbor MCC —
— Service — 10:30am
«Holy Trinity — Service —
11am .
Softball — Bluff City —
Sports Association —
Wilson Field — 1pm
«Carol Plunk — One More —
5pm
Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club Center
_ Cove) — 5:45pm
«MGLCC Town Hall Meet—
ing — VERY IMPORTANT
— Holy Trinity — Presen—
tation by the Memphis
Police Department and
LGCJ — 324—4297 — 6pm
«Sissy Bingo = Crossroads
— 8pm

2117

Peabody

901—278—6673
witn
......JOM

AiO

991—278— MORE

14
dif4{G44
1474
MaDison
901—278—4313
OPEN 3—3
cOME
"Hang out
WITH THE
guys
Mon., July 2
«Lambda Group (Jackson,
TN) — Davis—Kidd Con—
ference Room — 6pm
Feast for Friends — St.
John‘s Methodist
Church — 6:30pm
«Pool Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm
«Pool Tournament — The
Pumping Station —
7:30pm
%
Tues., July 3
«Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
Pool Tournament — J—
Wag‘s — 7pm
*BGALA — University of
Memphis — 678—5719 —
7:30pm
«Dart Tournament —
Crossroads — 7:45pm
Karacke Lady (Donna) —
J—Wag‘s — 10pm

Fri., July 6
Wed., July 4
‘"Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by NOW —
Independence Day
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
‘Taizé — First Congrega—
«Catholic Mass with
tional Church — 278—
Special Invitation to
6786 — 6pm
Gays and Lesbians — St.
«Holy Trinity — Fellow—
Patrick‘s Cathedral —
ship and Bible Study —
7pm
7pm
«Midtowners Bowling —
Living Word Christian
Church — Service — Jpm — Cherokee Bowling
Center (2930 Lamar
«HIV / AIDS Support
Avenue)
— 7pm
Group (Jonesboro) —
R
«Pool
Tournament
—
7pm
Crossroads
—
8pm
«Carol Plunk — One More —
«Carol Plunk & Her Band — _
7pm
TJ Mulligan‘s (Cordova) —
«Dart Tournament — The
9:30pm
Jungle — 7:30pm
«Midtown Round—up
. (Country Dance) —
Sat., July 7
Crossroads — 8pm
«Memphis Campfire Boys
and Girls Club — First
Congregational Church —
Thurs., July 5
CompFireMemphis@yahoo.com
«Safe Harbor MCC — Bible
— 12noon
Study — 7pm
Carol
Plunk — Bandstand
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
(Jackson,
TN) — 2pm
Prescott Memorial ~_
«Carol
Plunk
& Her Band —
Baptist Church — 7pm
T‘s
(Jackson,
TN) — 10pm
*PFLAG — Prescott Memo—
rial Baptist Church —
761—1444 — 7pm
Sun., July 8
Star Karaoke — Cross—
*First Congregational
roads — 10pm —
Church — Services —
gam & 10:30am
«Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm

@

®

All You CanEat DimSum
Sunday — Noon—8 p.m.
903 South Cooper

dimfum
thenjome

Memphis, TN
276—9300

Open: Mon.Thurs. 11:30 a.m.—9 p.m.

4
e

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.—11 p.m.
Sun. Noon—8 p.m.
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34530 5L: mmer Ave.

Opening“ Wide the
[Doors for Qver

Pretween National and Highland

|en Years
901/320—9576

H TCC®aolcom

Sunder): 1 1:00 a.m.
Weal; 6:00 p.m.

bolytrinitgmempltiaorg

Holy Trinity Communitg Church
‘Karaoke Lady (Donna) —
‘Safe Harbor MCC —
J—Wag‘s — 10pm
Service — 10:30am
‘Holy Trinity — Service —
llam
Wed., July 11
«Softball — Bluff City
‘Taizé — First Congrega—
Sports Association —
tional Church — 278—
Wilson Field — 1pm
6786 — 6pm
gs
«Carol Plunk — One More —
Holy Trinity — Fellow—
Spm
ship and Bible Study —
«Brothers and Sisters
7pm
§
Bowling — Cordova
‘Living Word Christian
Lanes (7945 Club Center
Church — Service — 7pm
Cove) — 5:45pm
«Carol Plunk — One More —
‘WAC Meeting — Call for
7pm
information (678—3339)
«Dart Tournament — The
— Tpm =_
Jungle — 7:30pm
‘Sissy Bingo — Crossroads
«Midtown Round—up
— Spm
(Country Dance) =
Crossroads — 8pm
Mon., July 9
«Pool Tournament — The
Thurs., July 12
. Jungle — 7:30pm
«Parents Together (GLBT
«Pool Tournament — The
Parent Support Group)
Pumping Station —
— Holy Trinity — 7pm
7:30pm
«Safe Harbor MCC — Bible
Study — 7pm
Tues., July 10
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squafes «=
Prescott Memorial
Lambda Circle — First
Baptist Church — 7pm
Congregational Church
«Star Karaoke — Cross—
— 278—6786 — 6:30pm
roads — 10pm
Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
Fri., July 13
«Pool Tournament — J—
‘"Fifty—One Percent"
Wag‘s — 7pm
sponsored by NOW —
*BGALA — University of
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
Memphis — 678—5719 —
«Midtowners Bowling —
7:30pm
Cherokee Bowling
§ «Dart Tournament —
Center (2930 Lamar
Crossroads — 7:45pm
Avenue) — 7pm
«Pool Tournament —
Crossroads — 8pm
Carol Plunk — Spinaker‘s
Your Event
(Jackson, TN) — 10pm
Could Be
Here
Call324—1018 or e—mail
cantsee3d@yahoo.com
To add or delete or
edit an event

Sat., July 14
«Memphis Campfire Boys
and Girls Club — First
Congregational Church —
CompFireMemphis@yahoo.com
— 12noon
Memphis Bears Club
Night — The Pumping
Station — 10pm
Carol Plunk — Spinaker‘s
(Jackson, TN) — 10pm
Sun., July 15
Copy & Ad Deadline for
August 2001 TJN
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First Congregational
Church — Services —
gam & 10:30am
«Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
«Safe Harbor MCC —
Service — 10:30am
«Holy Trinity — Service —
ilam
«Softball — Bluff City
Sports Association —
Wilson Field— 12pm
«Carol Plunk — Huey‘s
Midtown — 4pm
_:
«Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club Center
Cove) — 5:45pm
‘WAC Meeting — Call for
information (678—3339)
— Jpm
Sissy Bingo — Crossroads
— 8pm
«Carol Plunk — One More —
~ 8pm

F

The

Triangle

Journa

Welcome lO ll'1e Triangle Journal News Calendar. We

qu to provide as many upcoming events in llm GLBT

communilu as possible. ll you would lil<e to odd your
evenl oP need lO updole an exislinq evenl, please e—moil

Mon., July 16
Feast for Friends — St.
John‘s Methodist
Church — 6:30pm
«Memphis Pride Open
Meeting — NO MEETING
THIS MONTH
«Pool Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm
«Pool Tournament — The
Pumping Station —
7:30pm
Tues., July 17
«AID$ Consortium Meet—
ing — United Way Build—
ing — (Union Avenue) =
11:30pm
—
‘Integrity Worship, Din—
ner & Program — Cal—
vary Episcopal Church —
278—8915 or 374—9484 —
6:30pm, 7pm & 7:45pm
‘Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
«Pool Tournament — J—
Wag‘s — Jpn
*BGALA — University of
Memphis — 678—5719 —
7:30pm
«Dart Tournament —
Crossroads — 7:45pm
Karaoke Lady (Donna) —
J—Wag‘s — 10pm

our

Colenclon Edilon, Angelo Lamb, at

conl5993d@uoltoo.com or coll 729—3915
and leave a message.

_«Carol Plunk — One More =
7pm.

3

«Mirror Image — Holy
Trinity — 7pm

«Dart Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm

«Carol Plunk & Her Band
— One More — 8pm

«Midtown Round—up

.

«Tsarus Club Night — The

(Country Dance) —

Pumping Station —

Crossroads — 8pm

10pm

Thurs.,

July

19

Safe Harbor MCC — Bible
Study — 7pm

Sun.,

July

22

First Congregational
Church — Services —

«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial

gam & 10:30am
«Living Word Christian

Baptist Church — 7pm
—

Thank Yeu. _

«MGLCC Potluck Dinner —
Holy Trinity — 324—4297
— 7:30pm

Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
«Safe Harbor MCC —
Service — 10:30am

«Star Karaoke — Cross—
roads — 10pm

Fri.,

July

20

‘"Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
Midtowners Bowling —
Cherokee Bowling
Center (2930 Lamar
Avenue) — 7pm
«Pool Tournament —

The Memphis

:

Crossroads — 8pm

Wed., July 18
‘Taizé — First Congrega—
tional Church — 278—
6786 — 6pm
Holy Trinity — Fellow—
ship and Bible Study =
7pm
Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
«HIV / AIDS Support
Group (Jonesboro) =
7pm
:

«Carol Plunk & Her Band —
Barley‘s (Jackson, TN) —
8pm

Gay and Lesbian
Community

f
Center

Sat.,

July

21

«Memphis Campfire Boys

Box 41074

.

Memphis 38174

and Girls Club — First
Congregational Church —
CompFireMemphis@yahoo.com
— 12noon

Space donated as a public service
of TheTriangle Journal News.

Holy Trinity — Service —
liam

Larry Timmerman

Bill Johns

«Carol Plunk — One More —
Antique

5pm
Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club Center

HMarehouse

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600

Cove) — 5:45pm
Sissy Bingo — Crossroads

AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM

= Spm

Members of American Cut Glass Association
F
We Buy and Sell Estates

Mon., July 23
"An Evening of Gay

«Pool Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm

7:30pm
P
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+ Mr. Gay Tennessee USA —
Madison Flame — 10:30
Carol Plunk & Her Band —
Bottom Line — 9pm
P

South Highland) — 7pm
«Pool Tournament — J—

7:30pm
«Dart Tournament —
Lady

J—Wag‘s — 10pm

Uwunjny

wed uouaag

‘Taizé — First Congrega—
tional Church — 278—
6786 — 6pm
Holy Trinity — Fellow—
ship and Bible Study —
7pm
«Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
«Carol Plunk — One More —
7pm
*Dart Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm

N. Claybrook

Cleveland St.

I

( Watkins
McNeil
P
G

Remyeq yop

o
3
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l§

Midtown Round—up
(Country Dance) —
Crossroads — 8pm —
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Thur., July 26
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Group — Holy Trinity —
6pm
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Not to Scale
NotMap
All Streets
Shown

Marne St.

3
F]

Study — 7pm
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —

g
3

Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church — 7pm

V

F
MON Overpy

®
3
5
3
f

Congregational Church —
CampFireMemphis@yahoo.com
— 12noon

*

s
Carol .Pl,unk & Her Band
Justin‘s — 9pm

»
71
Stu?" Jutliy f’
*First Congregationa
Church — Services —
gam & 10:30am
Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
Safe Harbor MCC —
Service — 10:30am
Holy Trinity — Service ——
11am
«Softball — Bluff City
Sports Association —
Wilson Field — 12pm
»Carol Plunk — One More —
5pm

‘Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
_
Lanes (7945 Club Center
Cove) — 5:45pm
«Sissy Bingo — Crossroads
— 8pm
Mon.,

July 30

*Pool Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm

«Safe Harbor MCC — Bible

&

and Girls ClUb — First
s

Due OUf'
‘Living with HIV Support

(E)

®

&

s

*Star Karaoke — Cross—
roads — 10pm

&
Fri., July 27
*"Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
*PFLAG — 49 Old Hickory
Boulevard (Jackson,
%

€

sat.’ July 28

® Memphis Campfire Boys
as
f

Wag‘s — Tom
_
*BGALA — University of

Wed., July 25

Bellevue —

Crossroads — 8pm

«Lesbians with Breast

* Gar Suporte

Interstate M0—
<
§ (O
z

advance at Inz & Outz —
8pm

Memphis — 678—5719 —
e

I: ﬁrenpltlrrtélztauon
16. The Kutt Nightclub

nso f"

«Pool Tournament —

Tue.’ July 24

fs

§. Madison Flame
:
%
tg. mglﬁgﬁemphis
lg (P31: l-bllgjfﬁ
,
i
i

sss

mua ree:

__.

proceeds benefit S$.P.I.T.
€
a
— Tickets are $12 in

Cancer — YWCA (766

g. tilly’s DimSum ThenSome*
. Lorenz

Danny Thomas Bivd

Star Search Video

5 gazzzlree'

2 $1322.93“ 1.

th Street

Playhouse on the Square
Safe Harbor MCC*

%

mnureM

l

Cherokee Bowling
Center (2930 Lamar —
Avenue) — 7pm

Shaw and Friends" —
The Looney Bin — All

Pool Tournament — The
Pumping Station—
>

«Midtowners Bowling —

Comedy with Vickie

Pool Tournament — The
Pumping Station—
7:30pm .

si

T‘IGS.,.July 31
Lesbians ‘with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
Pool Tournament —
J—Wag‘s — 7pm
*Dart Tournament —
Crossroads — 7:45pm
Karaoke Lady (Donna) —
J—Wag‘s — 10pm

TN) — 6:30pm
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Mid—South

Community

# 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride @aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory
is
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
printed as a public service, and its listings
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
herein have requested to be listed, but have
National Organization for Women (NOW):
not been charged. All phone numbers are
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286
COMMUNITY GROUPS
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
or e—mail at memphisnow@hotmail.com. ,
Aduit
Children
of
Alcoholics
(ACOA):
(* Indicates TUN distribution points.)
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
ADULT BOOKSTORES
§
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
# 345—0657.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
Memphis 38174.
phis 38187—2031 = 761—1444.
# 744—7494.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
Fantasy Warehouse I*; 791—793 North American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG):— Jackson, TN 38305
White Station # 683—9649.
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
# 1—901—664—6614 forinformation, e—mail:
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
burtren@aeneas.com
® 454—7765.
38122.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay & Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center
® 454—1414,
Summer = 323—2665.
Lesbian Awareness): BGALA c/o Office
Safe Harbor MCC: 1488 Madison Ave
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
of Greek Affairs, Box 100, U of M
Chapel # 458—0501.
= 396—9050.
38152, email: bgala@cc memphisedu. Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd
# 729—3915.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
# 744—4513.
Bluff City Sports Association:Box41803 Southern Country Memphis: Country
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
Memphis 38174—1803 # 647—2530.
Western Dance Club.
# 373—5760.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: . Southern Sisters: Support group for
BARS / RESTAURANTS
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
transexual women (male to female)
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street Coalition for Gay & Lesbian Religious
# 728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.5
# 276—5522.
Affairs: Box 11716, Memphis 38111 Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
# 309—9255 — Emily Haire.
sive Christian Church « Sun. Service 6:30
ter Suites)*, 2144 Madison # 728—4000. Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Nashville, TN 37204 = (615) 269—3480.
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298 Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
Chaos*: 60 South Front # 578—VIBE (8423).
Elzey, Memphis 38104 # 272—2116.
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus, Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
# 788—4PLA (4752)
MS # 601—327—0942.
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
# 274—8655.
crpegues@aol.com.
#
357—1921.
b
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
4F:; Leather/Levi group » 698 Pope Dr., The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main # 527—2799.
Bartlett 38112.
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
Lilly‘s DimSum ThenSome*: 903 South First Congregational Church: Worship
James
Bailey.
Cooper # 276—9300.
Service: Sun. 9 & 10:30 am, Wed. 6 pm « Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
# 278—9839.
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Worship, 11 am * 166 Poplar # 525—
38677
= 662—915—7049, email:
Metro Memphis®*: 1349 Autumn . 5619.
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
# 274—8010.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front = 523—0599.
AIDS Service Organization * 1384 Madi— UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
(6673).
# 278—AIDS.
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air— Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
# 320—9376.
# 678—3339.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS B
# 274—9794.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
Pumping Station‘: 1382 Poplar Ave.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm» c/o Calvary Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
# 272—7600.
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
# 525—6602.
COUNSELING SERVICES
MS # 601—767—9500.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
$
The Kutt Nightclub*: 92 North Avalon
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—© Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
# 276—9122.
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
information.
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
CARDS & GIFTS
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
scale.
= 728—6535.
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley, Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca—
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
tion; grief, loss; kesbian,Gay &
at GGSGourmet.com
725—6730.
transgender; individuals, couples
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
# 527—1098.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335— Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
com.westhollywood/1772,/.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
Memphis Bears Club: 1066 Wrenwood,
chological Counselor«Sitimons, Kelman
Memphis 38122 = 323—4773, e—mail:
& Assoc., 3960 KnightArnold Rd, Ste 316
info@memphisbears.com, website:
= 369—6050.
‘am ms
www.memphisbears.com.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: LicensedPsychoIogtsh
NOO
%
ELLA
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
# 767—1066.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
38174 = 324—4297.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
# 578—9107.
t
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488 M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
Printers Ink
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293,
therapy. e 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125
527—1461, or 327—3676.
= 869—0300 ext. 1 « Sliding fee scale
Desktop
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
available.
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e— J. Kent Usry, CMSW, MAC: Individual &
Publishing &
mail: Ige @gaymemphis.com, web page:
couples; grief, trauma & addictions coun—
http://www.gaymemphis.com/lge}.
seling. Slidingscale fee. = 491—8632.
Design —
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
DENTAL SERVICES
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events * William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
(901) 454—1411
Box 111265, Memphis 38111
North Cooper # 685—5008.
Fok,

CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
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Resources

aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account— Recovery Times: Free monthly newspaper
focusing on addictions & recovery. Dis—
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
tributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 — ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly news—
® 458—0152.
paper published by Printers Ink « Box
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
11485,
Memphis,
38111—0485
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818:
memphisTJN@aol.com, website: http://
4233.
hometown.aol.com/memphistjn.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor
# 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah. Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
washington @ lpl.com.
# 323—0600.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
FLORISTS
express your sympathy to family, friends,
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
# 278—5002.
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
ment only: # 377—7701.
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts, Blanea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
etc. # 795—4308.
726—0090. .
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411. Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
# 725—0521.
processing & printing services. Full color David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 or
ance repair # 274—7011.
e—mail: btag69a @ prodigy.com.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Hotel) = 726—5910.
—
ffirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & medi—
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
tation classes # 682—0855.
—
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: # 1—888—340— Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Coo—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat«Sun., 4—
per, # 726—1300.
9pm).
Lavender Earth‘: 852 .S. Cooper,
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1 800285—7431
# 272—2853.
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—GAYS
* 24—hrs. —
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
jmaynard2@ earthlink.net
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
PEER.
Rape Crisis: = 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Antervention:
# 274—7477,
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotl)ine: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Sat.).

Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards forlovers only «P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. «1447 Na—
tional, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
ings e 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., «# 274—0281 eve—
nings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house
sitting by competent, caring couple =
726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave
# 272—STAR.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood
# 481—7900.
#
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
_ # 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net..

LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
4673 Highway 51, N., Senatobia, Miss.
38668 # (662) 562—0030 phoné & fax.
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
Jefferson Ave. = 529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 1545
Union Ave. # 278—1004.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
# §53—0237.
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057.
LODGING
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
ABC(Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
Nightly/weekly rates on smoking and non—
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
Randy Wilder, Broker, Sowell & Com—
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
pany: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380.
# 523—8912.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
TRAVEL
{
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
Diverse Excursions: # 726—4672 or
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
dx_jon@yahoo.com.
# 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Second # 525—5302.
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/ — Travel Customized by Jean Morris. Mem—
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
* Association # 465—2936._
appointment. # 377—7701.
Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
AT THESE LOCATIONS
sage by appointment. = 761—7977.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 726—5521..
MEDIA
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com, http://members.
\

Memphis

Pride

Inc.

_ wishes to thank all the
sponsors who helped make
the 2001 Pride Parade &
Festival a SUCCESS!

7520

Fantasy Warehouse
Platinum Paradise Inc.
Linda Sowell
Family & Friends Magazine
Arabica Gourmet Coffee & Bistro
Mark Jones
Carol Molder
_ Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United
Steve Solomon
Dabbles
Friends For Life
f
Kent Fisher with Margarette Loiseu &

payable Auesnue #6

Germantown, TN 35138
(901) 757—2452
(901) 757—2490 Tax
Aowrs:
Monday — Tharaday — 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
|
4M — 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday — § a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday — Closed

PROUDLY SUPPORTING THE
GLBT Communtty
—& Mcemenis Pripe!

Michelle L. Rappaport
Holy Trinity Community Church
f
#
=
J—Wags
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
. Triangle Journal News

7 Memphis Pride Inc.
Parade 2002: Friday, June 7
Festival 2002; Saturday June 8
Next Open Meeting
Monday, August 20, 2001, 7p.m.
Holy Trinity Community Church
s

7
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by Mid—South ARC —
"Tesmer and Webb go beyond award.
Lilly‘s has hired eight
what others do — they not workers
from Mid—South
only provide jobs, they pro— ARC, including
Tay—
vide on—going support, they lor, who was theCourtney
Mid—South
help employees open bank ac— Employee of the Year.
counts, provide transportation Taylor, who initially
and clothes — whatever the . worked with a job coach, has
employees need."
almost a
Mid—South ARC honored been at Lilly‘s
was born three
Lilly‘s in November, and. year.Taylor
nominated them for the state months prematurely and ‘was

of the Year
Lilly‘s Wins Tennessee Employer

the award at the ARC
Lilly‘s dim sum, then some ceived
State
Convention
June 15.
was named Tennessee Em— Tesmer and Webb
ployer of the Year by the honored for their work inwere
hir—
Tennesse Association of Re— ing people with mental
tarded Citizens (ARC).
providing opportu—
ARC is a nationwide asso— disabilties,
to them and for serving
ciation dedicated to assisting nities
as an example for other em—
people with mental disabilities ployers.
and their families.
Lilly‘s co—owners Nancy Charlene Leaper, director of
Tesmer and Kathy Webb re— Mid—South ARC, said that

July 27

_

MB. GAY

at 10:30 pm

TENNESSEEE
USA

diagnosed
withsutism.
mild mental
retardism
and
CourtneyTaylorepitomizes
what
youaccording
look for into anWebb.em—
ployee,
"Hei
sandalwaysontime,i
s dedi—in
cated
takes
great
pride
hisfromwork.
We havebeinglearneddif—
Courtneythat
ferently—abled
doesn‘t mean
dis—abled."
Tesmer added, "We feel
likeweshouldbegivingARC
thebeenawardto workforthewithhonorCourtney
it has
andARCthetraining
othergraduates
oftheWe
progrm.
highly
recommend
this pro—
gramto
otheremployers."
Formoreinformationonthe
_
program,
call
Nancy
Tesmer
or276—9300.
Kathy Webb at Lilly‘se at

MADISON
FLAME
1588 Madison avenue, Memphis, TN

Alison
TatePridewonAwardMemphisfor PBest
ride,
Inc.‘s
EntertaineroftheYear2001.

_ Come and see a great contest to determine who will
represent Tennessee in the National Contest for
__ Mr. Gay USA 2001

*

fl\
/
A

SF
s

APPEARING FOR
ONE SHOW ONLY
STEPHEN
MICHAEL
MR. GAYUSA
2000

WHAT
A
Cover$10.Youmustbe21
t
o
PERFORMER!
attendthis event.
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PAGEANTRY
FORINFORMATION:
Centerstates@yahoo.com
Or
(901)324—5382

Channel5"LastDance"atthe
‘s newsanchorKimClark
sings
Friends
—
faddition
or Life Auction
held
June
24.
I
n
to entertaining helping
auctionitems,Clarkwasanauction
item—abreakfasti
ntbedservedby
herbidder.wasauctioned
o the highest
She
also
served
suction‘schairperson. as the .

O w.

Urge Major Changes to
Slow Spread of AIDS Among Minorities
Health
officials
aretheparticu—
men
inmajor
U.S.
cities
are
in—
By
Erin
McClam
larly
worried
about
infec—:
fected with
HIV,
the
virus
that
Associated Press Writer causes
tion
rates
among
young
black
AIDS.
gays
and
bisexuals,
saying
the.
The
commission
called
for
ATLANTA
(AP)government
— Black more than $500 million for the stigma in theblack community
leaders
urged
the
ofkeeping
havingtesting
HIV orrates
AIDSlow.may be
caucus‘
minority
HIV/AIDS
June
8
to
step
up
efforts
to
slow
effortsW.andBush
askedto Advocates cite a lack of at—
the alarming
spreadandof called
AIDS prevention
President
George
among
minorities
tentionamong
to preventive
health
make
sure
enough
federal
AIDS
soaring
infection
rates
a
na—
care
blacks.
Moreover,
money groups
is spentthaton theneedracial
and they say black men often do not
tional
emergency.
social
it
most.
The
National
Black
Leader—
participate
in gayis commonly
networks
The commission‘s
chairman,
ship Commission
on AIDS con—by former
where
safe.
sex
New
York
Mayor
David
cluded
a
two—day
conference
discussed.
F
Dinkins,
said
slowing
the
epi—
announcing
a
comprehensive
The
commission‘s
proposal
will black
take aleaders
commitment
proposal
that
includeshousing
more demic
consists
offight
five AIDS,
points new
— more
involving
from
money
for
HIV—related
money
to
and
the
clergy,
big
business,
Holly—
and
new
AIDS
outreach
pro—
innovative
outreach
programs,
politics.
grams.
« has woodBush,and who
new housing
forthe people
with theof
hascommitment
faced criti—to AIDS
"The
face.
of
AIDS.
virus,
elimination
cism
about
his
changed,
and ‘it is Christian—
now ours," fighting AIDS, has announced racial disparities in sexually
said
Donna
transmittedefforts
disease
rates,AIDS
and
that
Health
and
Human
Services
Christiansen,
the
Virgin
Islands
stronger
to
fight
Secretary
Tommy
Thompson
delegate
totheCongress
and a ‘and
internationally, particularly in
Secretary
of
State
Colin
member
of
Congressional
Africa.
Powell
will
head
—
a
task
force
Black
Caucus.
Coretta
Scott
King,
widowMar—of
focused
on
fighting
AIDS
in
Government
statistics
civil
rights
leader
the
Rev.
showedcasesmore
thanblacks
282,000
— otherHe countries.
tineliminating
Luther King
Jr., said
thatby
has chosen
anto openly
gay
AIDS
among
in
the
the
stigma
faced
Wisconsin
man
direct
the
United
States
through
2000
—
gay
and tobisexual
blacks
is also
administration‘s
AIDS
policy.
ahigh.
figureWhites
disproportionately
critical
stopping
the
disease.
government,
marking
accounted forf theThe
"Lethomophobia,
us work together
to ensure
20th
anniversary
of
the
dis—
about
324,000
cases.
that
ignorance
and
covery
of
AIDS,
expressed
con—
Even
more
alarming,
figure
low
self—esteem
no
longer
feed
cern
last among
week about
higher spread ofAIDS," she said. the
released
earlier
this
year
show
HIV
rates
blacks.
30 percent of young gay black
Black Leaders

arerm

marcaneer o

nne

Cox Commission — —
Recommends Repeal of
Military Sodomy Statute
submittedurging
comments
to
WASHIINGTON
— Network
Service— theSLDN
commission
it
to
rec—
members
Legal
Defense
ommend
repeal
ofSLDN‘s
Article legal
125.
(SLDN)
May
30
hailed
the
rec—
Sharra
E.
Greer,
ommendation
of a commission
represented
SLDNat
a
reviewing
the
Uniform
Code
of director,
public
hearing
held
by
the
com—
Military
Justice
(UCMJI)
to
repeal
mission
on March 13.
the
military
sodomy
statute,
also
Greer
known
as Article
125.sodomy pros—
Calling
military
ecutions
"arbitrary,
even vindic—
tive,"
the
Cox
Commission
recommended
that replace
Congressit withre—
peal
the
statute
and
asimilar
statutetogoverning
sexualby abuse
laws
adopted
many
states
and
in
Title
18
of
the
United
States
Code.
The commission
publishedoftheits
findings
in
commemoration
50th commission‘s
anniversary ofthe
UCMJ.
The
report
isofthe
the
first
comprehensive
review
UCMJ
since its enactment in
1951.C. Dixon
Osburn,praised
executive
director
of
SLDN,
the
commission‘s
recommendation.
"The
commission
is appropriately
urging
Congress
to
step
intomen
the
present
and
do
right
by
our
and
women
in uniform.
The mili—
tary
‘s
sodomy
law
is
antiquated
and should be repealed."

stated,“‘Article 125 is a
throwback to English common
law that has long since been aban—
doned by the militaries of the
original NATO countries, includ—
ing Great Britain, on whose law
ours relies."
The commission‘s recommen—
dations have been forwarded to
Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld, who has ordered a
comprehensive review of Penta—
gon personnel policies. The re—
port will also be shared with the
chairman and ranking members
of the Senate and House Commit—
tees on Armed Services and the
Code Committee on Military Jus—
tice.
E
5
The commission was spon—
sored by the National Institute of
Military. Justice in coordination
with The George Washington
University Law School.
A copy of the report is available
online at http://www.sldn.org.

In Loving Memory of __
WILL BAKER —

Linda,

I, Debbie & Frankie
— — July 2001TriangleJournal News—Page23>\

Texas High Court Dlsmlsses Challenge to Houston Mayor‘s Pro—Gay Order f
poseMizell
such issued
an order.an injunction to
in 1998 toequal
ban discrimination
and
wasBrown
the rightsaidthing
to do."now take provide
By
Jim
Vertuno
employment
op—
he
will
Associated Press Writer steps to make the ban a perma— portunities without regard to keep it from taking effect and
officeCourt.
appealed to the
sexual
orientation
at "every level Brown‘s
nent
part
of
city
policy.
He
said
AUSTIN
(AP)
—
The
Texas
state
Supreme
of
municipal
government."
City Council
will be asked to The move fulfilled acampaign —> Todd argued that only the city
Supreme
Court
onover
JuneHouston
21 dis— the
approve
a
broad
anti—discrimina—
missed
a
lawsuit
hadpolicies
the power
tocityapprove
to ban discrimination
in council
tion ordinance to support his ex— pledge
Mayor
Lee
Brown‘s
city
hall
personnel
for
work—
city
government
on
the
basis
of:
ecutive
order.
policy
banning
discrimination
ers.
sexual
orientation.
Thethecontroversy
dates
to 1984a Todd and Hotze sued, charg— — The court, however, said that
against
gaysruling
and lesbians,
when
city
council
approved
Without
on
the
policy‘s
Todd‘s
claims Hewerecannot
"vaguethal—
and
ing
Brown‘s
executive
order vio—
ban
on
discrimination
based
on.
merits,
the
court
said
Houston
generalized."
lated
the
1985
referendum
and
sexual orientation
in city hiring, usurped the city council‘s author— lenge the policy‘s operation be—
City
Councilman
Robdidn‘t
Toddhave
and promotion
and
contracting.
voter
Richard
Hotze
itnotdoessuenotas apply
to him and
ity.Although Hotze was dismissed cause
A
group
of
voters
organized
a
legal
standing
to
challenge
the
he
did
a
representative
campaign
to repealvoted
the ordinance
mayor‘s
executive
order.
who would
by injured — mosexuals.
from
theJudge
case atPatrick
trial level,
State ofby voters
and
successfully
down
the
"This
was
more
than
just
a
le—
it,
the
court
ruled.
District
W.
Mizell
_anti—discrimination
ban in 1985.
gal duty
issue,"to putBrown
said.
"It was
Even action
in his usurped
claims that
the
ruled
that theBrown
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Osburn
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said."Recoupment
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policy,"
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thatthethere
shall
no
recoupmentin
vast
majority
of
cases
where
service
members are involuntarily dis—
authority Todd did not sue on the
council‘s ‘behalf and was not
joined by any other council mem—
bers, the court noted. It also re—
fused to reinstate Hotze to the
case
The court ruled 7—1 to dismiss
the case. Justice Craig Enoch dis—
sented, arguing that as a voter,
Hotze should: be allowed to chal—
lenged the mayoral order.
Todd‘s office said the.council—
man wouldn‘t comment until he
had a chance to read the ruling.
Todd has denied that the law—
suit was intended to suppress ho—
He and Hotze have
said their lawsuit was aimed at
procedural concerns alone.

ation Money From
Judge Rules Air Force May Recoup Educ

Member Discharged Under:
WASHINGTON DC — On is not warranted when a service
Fri., May 25, U.S. District Judge member is involuntarily discharged
William Alsup ruled that former for stating he or she is gay, lesbian
Air Force psychiatrist John or bisexual unless there is evidence
Hensala must reimburse the Air that the statement was made solely
Force for more than $71,000 in for the purpose of seeking separation.
While the court found that Dr.
medical school scholarships.
Hensala
had made repeated state—
Dr. Hensala was involuntarily
ments
that
he wished to serve our
discharged from the Air Force in
country,
Judge
Alsup ruled that the
1994 for stating he is gay under the
military‘s "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell, Air Force could substitute its opin— .
Don‘t Pursue, Don‘t Harass" fon about Dr. Hensala‘s sincerity.
policy. This is the first time that a The court accepted, without ques—
court has ruled on the administra— "tion, the Air Force‘s conclusion
tion of the military‘s recoupment that Dr. Hensala did not desire to
serve and that recoupment was
policy for gays.
%
_ The Pentagon‘s "Deutch memo— therefore warranted.
Servicemembers Legal Defense
randum" provides that recoupment

policy
correctly. The Air Force has con—
sistently been the outlier. It is
deeply disappointing that the court
would miss the mark so thoroughly
and, in doing so, revictimize the

plaintiff," Osburn stated.
In March, SLDN noted in its
annual policy report, Conduct Un—
becoming, that "the Air Force has
consistently failed to properly ap—
ply DOD rules governing recoup—
ment." The report stated, "While
the other services rarely seek re—
coupment from their gay, lesbian
and bisexual service members, the
Air Force appears to seek recoup—
ment in all cases where educational
funds or bonus money may be a
factor."
Dr. Hensala has not made a f1—
nal determination on whether to
appeal the court‘s ruling. ©
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OPEN (Our Pride Encom—
passes Nashville) is entering the
summer Pride season with a full
list of activities.
:
The PrideFest 2001 Logo Con—
— test has received several incred—
ible entries and a winner will
soon be announced. The creator

of the logo chosen will receive a
$50 gift certificate from Outloud
Books and Gifts.
The Pride Pageant will be held
at IMusions on Sun., Aug. 19 at 8
p.m., to officially begin Pride
Week in Nashville.
Drag Queens and Drag Kings
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GROUP

will compete in five categories
for the titles of Miss Pride 2002
and Mr. Pride 2002. Entry fees
are $75 for Miss Pride contes—
tants and $50 for Mr. Pride con—
testants. Miss Pride 2002 will
receive a tiara, a hotel suite and
cash (total value $500), and Mr.
— Pride will receive a scepter, ho—
tel suite and cash (total value,
$250).
The Pride Pageant is cospon—
sored by OPEN and MAC Pro—
ductions.
OPEN is also busy organiz—
ing events for the remainder of
Pride Week and for the Pride
Festival on Sat., Aug. 25, held
again this year on the Bicenten—
nial. Mall.
Festival coordinators are Pam
Wheeler, Linda Ray Miller,
Cilene Bosch, and Morgan
Guoan.
‘

For further information, please
contact: OPEN P.O. Box 330931
Nashville, TN 37203—7506 615/
890—5165 www.opennashville.org
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Young and Gay in

breaks the stereotype of the gay
youth. "I‘ ve got a lot of friends,"
he said.
Some of those friends, added
James, have started to stick up for
him when his sexuality becomes
the center of a heated conversation.
Like "straights," gay students
are not allowed to be intimate with
a partner on the campuses of
Cumberland County schools.
There‘s a policy against intimate
familiarity "on campus and the
public forum," said McDaniel.
"The rule is general for every—
body."
Tim Farley is the principal at
Pine Forest High School, which has
about 1,754 students. As for how
many of those teenagers are prob—
ably gay, he said, "I don‘t think
there‘s a large percentage, but
there‘s a percentage of students
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Farley said, he would know about
those differences."
ance in the media for homosexual— accept any of
it. That‘s because, he added, the

ovlerhearing a pri—
vate conversation, to not: talk
openly about being gay at school.
"They don‘t want to hear about it,"
he said.
E
Barnes said, "I don‘t have any
knowledge of any of that."
James said he lost his best friend
when he first told him that he was
homosexual. But his mother is OK >
with it, a brother declines to talk
about it with him, and a sister
thinks "it‘s the best thing in the

world." _
James is an athlete, and he said
he‘s been told by friends that he

es After
Event Changes Venu
oup
Mail Objects to Gay Gr
SUPERIOR, Wis. (AP) — A
youth fair had to change venues
after the mall where it originally
was scheduled would not allow a
group that supports gay teenagers
to participate in the event. .
The Mariner Mall‘s manage—
ment objected to "Together For
Youth," a social and support group
for gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender teens.
"In my mind there is an appro—
priate and an inappropriate time to
do things," said John Severson,
general manager of Quality Invest—
ments Inc. which owns the mall. "I
believe that is an adult subject."
The University of Wisconsin—
Extension of Douglas County has
held the annual event at the mall

for the past two years. The fair will
take place Sept. 15 at the Univer—
sity of Wisconsin—Superior.
Some people complained about
the group after last year‘s fair,
Severson said. He said he would
welcome the group at a health func—
tion but not at a youth fair.
"We grant and deny access to
many different groups and organi—
zations on a continual basis," he
said.
The UW—Extension has a policy
that does not allow it to discrimi—
nate against people or to have
events at locations where discrimi—
nation occurs, said coordinator
Fariba Pendleton, UW—Extension‘s
community youth development
educator.

ource Center)
Joysius Home & AIDS Res
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Out
Wonder Woman‘s
Who Will Fill

Bracelets?
Buffy the Vampire Slayer‘s
Eliza Dushku is the latest actress
rumored to be vying for the star—
ring role in The Matrix producer
Joel Silver‘s feature version of
Wonder Woman. Dushku, who
cheered up a storm in the campy
hit Bring It On and appears in

Kevin "Chasing Amy" Smith‘s
upcoming Jay And Silent Bob
Strike Back, is just one of the many
names being discussed for the role
of the comic—book Amazonian
princess so popular with the gay
boys. Xena: Warrior Princess —
star Lucy Lawless and World
Wrestling Federation wrestler
Chyna are also being considered
for the role, according to Entertain—
ment Weekly, but the front runner
==

~ sUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701

to play the part of Wonder Woman
is still rumored to be Sandra Bul—
lock. Bullock, however, does not
want to interpret the role in the
same way Lynda Carter did on the
1970s TV show and absolutely re—
fuses to don the campy, tight—fit—
ting outfit that Carter had to wear.
The Third Coming
of Ab Fab
Whenthe entire original cast
returns for a third season of block—
buster Brit—com Absolutely Fabu—
lous this fall, they‘ll be joined by
guest stars galore. Joan Collins will
play Edina‘s long—lost sister in a
Dynasty—like nightmare sequence.
Hugh Grant will play himself, and
British model/actress Twiggy will
make an appearance. Gay fans can
look forward to an appearance by
Stephen Gately, the out member of
the defunct music group Boyzone.
He could use the work now, as he
has been reportedly dropped by his
record label. As for the trash—fabu—
lous Patsy, she will sink from the
heights of the fashion world to lit—
erally digging through people‘s
trashcans to get information for a
tabloid paper — covering stories
about most of the people she‘s slept
with. Serious Saffy will get even
more intense as she becomes a
pompous actress (Iook for more
references to look—a—like Helena
Bonham—Carter).
Seth Green‘s
Deadly Party
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This fall, Seth Green (who
played Dr.: Evil‘s estranged son in
Austin Powers and werewolf Oz
on Buffy the Vampire Slayer) will
play a murderous club owner and
drug—dealer in New York City‘s
gay club scene. Green will star in
Party Monster, an upcoming film
by The Eyes of Tammy Faye and
101 Rent Boys documentarians
FentonBailey and Randy‘Barbato.
Party Monster profiles the bizarre
true—life story of hedonistic New
York club owner Michael Alig,
— who brutally murdeted and dis—
membered a drug dealer in 1996.
Alig causedhis garish world to
unravel in the late 1990sby admit—
ting his crimes on television. The
story unfolds in the gay club scene
of New York, where Special K and
compulsory hair dying dominated
the landscape. Bailey and Barbato
actually told this same story once
before as a documentary in 1997
with the same title.
a

A&E plans to continue the show as
Senter‘, and the idea for the episode
an ongoing, once—a—week program.
was hatched backstage. Madame
The Sandra Bernhard Experience
said "Oui" to the offer and recently
will distinguish itself from the pack
taped the episodes with the possi—
by avoiding traditional talk show :
bility of more in the near future. In
elements like canned opening
a recent interview, RuPaul said
monologues, comedy sketches and
she‘d love to do more movies like
last year‘s But I‘m a Cheerleader . obvious celebrity plugs, according
to an A&E executive:
and the upcoming Cletis Tout, star—
ring Christian Slater and Tim
_ Allen.
Coming Out with
Hollywood‘s First Gay
Tammy Lynn Michaels
Still Popular After
Cancellation
Tammy Lynn Michaels, who
played campy villainess Nicole
Julian on the WB series Popular,
does not plan to melt onto the side—
walk following the show‘s cancel—
lation. Michaels, who has garnered
some publicity lately for taking on
the real—life role of Melissa
Etheridge‘s girlfriend, will appear
in a feature film being directed this
fall by openly gay Popular creator
Ryan Murphy. Michaels will also
co—star in several TV—movie install—
ments of Popular that Murphy is
writing for the WB. These made—
for—TV projects have been inspired
in part by a massive letter—writing
campaign initiated by the cult se—
ries‘ fans, who were angered by the
show‘s hasty demise. Many of
Popular‘s storylines will be re—
solved in these stand—alone seg—
ments, including the season—ending
cliffhanger, where Nicole mowed
down one of the shows heroines
‘with her car. The plotline of
Michaels and Etheridge‘s nascent
‘relationship, however, is still
anybody‘s guess.
Mizrahi Gets Some
Oxygen
Fashion designer, actor, and
‘screenwriter Isaac Mizrahi will
‘have his own show ofi the Oxygen
cable network starting this Septem—
ber. The diva designer will be vis—
ited each week by a female celeb,
~starting off with Sex and the City‘s
(Sarah Jessica Parker. Mizrahi will _
dish fashion choices and talk trends
each week, but the half—hour show
‘will also feature behind—the—scenes
—documentary—style stories on the
fashion biz. Mizrahi recently co—
starred in the ABC sitcom pilot
Born in Brooklyn with Maria Bello
and Judith Light, but the show has
yet to be named to the network‘s _
schedule.
Sandra Bernhard‘s

Miss Charles Docks at

Anti—Talk Show

Port Charles

Comedian Sandra Bernhard is
looking to shake up audiences on
the A&E Network this August with.
the premiere of an innovative
brand—new talk show. A&E plans
to air five episodesof The Sandra
Bernhard Experience, which the
network calls an "anti—talk show,"
every night for
a
Bernhard‘s edgy
bran
brings younger viewers to the tra—
ditionally older—skewing network,

RuPaul (last name Charles) will
be docking portside at the ABC
soaper Port Charles on that most
patriotic of holidays, the fourth of
July. The diva 0‘ drag is sure to
set off some fireworks when she
— guest—stars as the character Ma—
dame Alicia from her VH! talk
show on July 4 and 10. Producers
of "‘The Port" met Rupe at the Day—
time Emmys, where she was a pre—

Actor
American Movie Classics cable
channel has announced it will air
the documentary Wisecracker: The
Life and Timesof Billy Hainesthis
December, based upon William J.
Mann‘s book. Known as the first
openly gay actor in Hollywood,
Haines (1900—1973) was a huge
movie star in the late ‘20s silent era,
particularly in such hits as Tell it
to the Marines, West Point, and
what is widely considered the best
comedy of the latter silent days,
Show People. And as portrayed in
a recent episode of AMCs series
The Lot, Haines didn‘ t like the stu—
dio brass‘s reaction to his getting
caught with another man, so he told
them where to stick it, proclaim—
ing to all of Hollywood that he
didn‘t care about his career if it
meant hiding. He then took his
handsome gay selfto the best inte—
rior—decorating studio in Beverly
Hills to become a famous designer.
The documentary will be part of
several shows about minorities in —
Hollywood, including Beyond
Tara: The Hattie McDaniel Story,
which will air in August. However,
don‘t look for much detail on the _
rumored same—sex affairs by
McDaniel, the woman who was
ironically known for her famous
line in Gone With the Wind about
knowing "nothin‘ about birthin‘ no
babies."
Boys Town Being Built
At Disney —
Lauren Lloyd, a lesbian pro!
ducer and managerwho represents
‘Anne Heche, has sold Disney on a
gay—themed film called Boys Town.
The film involves a macho DEA _
agent who investigates the murder
of his estranged gay brother. Ac—
cording to Variety, the agent will
also be paired with a gay activist
who helps the cops solve the crime.
Lloyd, who previously produced
Freddie Got Fingered, has also re—
cently, signed with Disney to pro—
duce The Mystic, a murder mystery
that takes place in the Appala—
chians. Yet another upcoming film
for Lloyd is The Viagra Project,
which one can only assume deals
with investigating an entirely dif—
ferent kind of stiff.
Romeo San Vicente would like
you to stop talking during thepre—
views, thank you very much. You —
can reach Romeo in care ofthis
publication or via email at
RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www.queery.com.
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~ it happen — Katie,

S CARPET CARF —
f Carpet « Upholstery — ARE
RV‘s ® Trucks = Car Interiors

Angie Dagastino, Mark Jones, Su—
san MacKenzie & Virginia
Stallworth, Len Piechowski, Joe
Raspberry, Laura Tavernier and
Diane Gates, Herb Zeman, and an
anonymous donor (but you know
who you are!).
We are halfway to our goal of
$180,000 for the building we are
currently looking to purchase, and,
we need your help to get the rest of
the way.
Our goal is to raise the remain—
ing amount over the next four
weeks so that we can purchase a.
building outright, rather than sad—
dling ourselves and our kids with a
mortgage. If you or someone you
know may be able to make an up—
front, large donation ($1,000—
$20,000 or more), please contact
Vice President Len Piechowski at
324—8523 so that we can arrange a
time to sit down and talk with inyou
about our plans.
In addition, we announced the
start ofthe 500 Club. For those, like
myself, who were unable to attend,
the club will consist of 500 people
willing to donate a small amount
(suggested $5, $10, $15,$20 or
$25+) per month to the community
center by check or credit/debit card.
Most people do not have the re—
sources to make a large one—time
donation, but can afford a monthly
contribution that equals the cost of
a Coke a day. And it is just as vital

of our community would attend the _
Town Hall Meeting to have their
. concerns addressed and their ques—
tions answered."
So this is an open call: What are _
your concerns? Are you concerned
about the unsolved assault on An—
gela Lamb? Are you concerned
about being singled out for close
scrutiny because of your sexuality?
Are you concerned about being "set
up" in a sting operation? Are you
concerned about drug use in the
city and how it affects gay events?
Remember the drug arrests dur—
ing the Pride Picnic? It was a tip
from one of us that led MPD to
search the vehicle — no, the of—
fenders were not picnic attendees.
This is our opportunity to speak _
and listen to members of the depart—
ment who care, otherwise they
would not waste their time or ef—
fort. We expect a big turnout for
Major Cole, Officer Charles Hill,
Jim Maynard and Len.
Moving along, remember that
MGLCC elections are coming up
on Sun., Aug. 5. We will be voting
on all the Community Center of—
ficer and member—at—large posi—
tions. But, you are probably asking
yourself, what does a board mem—
ber do? We took alook at the by—
laws and this is what we found:
* The Président presides at all
See Community Corner on page 29

FFL Spotlights Nutritional Program
;

___ ByAngela Lamb
FFL Volunteer Coordinator

In the next several issues of the
Triangle Journal News, this col—
umn will focus on a different pro—
gram offered by Friends for Life
* Furniture Moved
Corporation. This month, the pro—
* Stain Removal
gram highlighted will be the Nu—
* Rust Removal
tritional Program.
The Nutritional Program con—
* Pet Odor Control
sists of three components — the
Carpetauaro Avaizasie
Food Pantry, Home—Delivered
RESIDENTIAL AnD COMMERCIAL
Meals Program and Feast for
Friends.
f
LEE WATSON
24 Hour Service
327—6165
The
Food
Pantry
is
funded
by
Owner
FREE ESTIMATES
Ryan White Title II through the
Southwest Tennessee HIV/AIDS
Care Consortium and is the largest
of its kind in the Mid—South. Cur—
rent funding provides for 600 bags
of food per month (14—16 tons
monthly) to up to 900 clients and
_ their dependents. Of this number,
350 children are assisted by the ~
food provided to their families af—
P Community Calendar fected
by HIV/AIDS.
Each bag includes 30 pounds of
nutritional food that is primarily
mgleccalendar@ yahoo.com
purchased from the Memphis Food
Bank by the agency. Each bag can
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC) is giv—
provide up to 21 meals per week.
ing the community a centralized p: :sence on the web.
A
dietician from the Memphis and
If you are involved in or know of any events missing from the calen—
Shelby
County Health Department
dar, or if there are changes or additionalinformation for an event already
assists
the
Friends for Life staff in
on the calendar, e—mail the group at mgleecalendar@yahoo.com or call
the selection of food that specifi—
725—1574 and leave a message with the information.
cally meets the nutritional needs of
Bookmark the site for future reference and share this information with
persons
with HIV/AIDS.
any lists or persons that might be interested.
Clients are allowed to pick up
one bag twice per month and must
Page 28 — Triangle Journal News — July 2001
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* Steam Clean
* Pretreat
* Deoderizer
* Disinfectant

to make this program a success!
These donations will be used to
create a building/maintenance
fund, and to support the monthly
expenses that come with having a
physical building and regular pro—
grams (utilities, insurance, etc.).
If you are interested in becom—
ing a part of the 500 Club, please
contact our treasurer, Angela
Lamb, at 278—1208.
f
We have a very important Town
Hall Meeting coming up on Sun.,
July 1 at Holy Trinity Community
Church, 3430 Summer Ave. The
Community Center is bringing to—
gether two groups who have long
been at odds: our community and
the Memphis Police Department. I
wrote about this last month, but it‘s
well worth mentioning again.
I spoke with Len Piechowski,
one of the speakers who will be at
this meeting representing the gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
community. I asked Len for a state—
ment of why he feels that it is im—
portant for the community to be
well represented. This is his re—
sponse: "Because of the long his—
tory of troubled relations between
the. MPD and the GLBT commu—
nity.
"After working closely with
Major Cole and his associates, I
have become convinced that a new
day of cooperation has dawned and
I would hope that many members

have a photo ID when picking up
food. The Food Pantry is open
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from 1—4 p.m.
An additional component ofthe
Food Pantry program is the
monthly distribution of commodi—
ties including personal hygiene ar—
ticles, paper products and washing
detergent.
The Nutrition Program is coor—
dinated by Ed Brandon and is as— _
sisted in the Food Pantry by Darryl
Clark, both Friends for Life em—
ployees.
The Home—Delivered Meal Pro—
gram provides five hot meals per
week to up to eight persons with
HIV/AIDS who are unable to pre—
pare meals for themselves. Friends
for Life sub—contracts with Metro—
politan Inter—Faith Association
(MIFA) for the preparation and
delivery of the meals. The Home—
Delivered Program is also funded
by the local consortium.
Feast For Friends, the congre—
gate meal program, is conducted on
the first and third Monday of each
month at St. John‘s Methodist
Church.
Feast For Friends was begun in
1992 by Darryl Bowers, former
staff member of Friends for Life
who died in 1993 of complications
associated with AIDS. The pro—
gram served approximately 2,000
meals to persons infected/affected
by HIV/AIDS during the year
2000.

Feast For Friends is supported
through financial donations pro—
vided by persons attending the din—
ner, sponsorship of each meal and
other private donations. You may
sponsor a meal for a minimum
$100 donation and dedicate the
meal in the memory of a loved one
who may have died of AIDS. Feast
For Friends is open to all persons
infected/affected by HIV/AIDS.
Doors of the church basement
fellowship hall open at 6 p.m. with
the meal served at 6:30 p.m. En—
tertainment is often included in the
evening with local musicians, vo—
calists and drama groups perform—
ingfor the meal participants.
Volunteer opportunities abound
with the Nutritional Program. Vol—
unteers are always needed at Feast
For Friends to set up the tables,
serve the food and clean up after
the meal is completed. Glenn Jones
volunteers to oversee the kitchen,
preparing much of the food him—
self with assistance from other vol—
unteers.
®
* The Food Pantry needs volun—
teers to help stock the shelves, fill
the bags and help monitor the dis—
tribution of the bags to the partici—
pants.
1
You are always welcome to visit
Friends for Life at 1384 Madison
for a tour ofthe facility. Please call
272—0855 for more information
about any ofthe above or other pro—
grams of Friends for Life..

Elliott James: A Man
Byline

Of Many Hats

to love, honor, and cherish, to be
there in sickness and in health, for
richer and for poorer, for better and
for worse until death do them part.

This is the sweetest love story
& that I have ever known.
It is a story about two
; men who are so won—
derful, ‘Todd and
, Elliott.
I met them about 10
years ago and my life
; has been so enriched
having had the plea—
sure. I am a single
woman and they were
.my neighbors where I
«live now. They have
since moved to Texas.
Todd and Elliott
« have been together for
almost 20 years. They
are both in their later
Elliott James
: thirties and they are a
most
remarkable
I recently found out that Elliott has
couple.
AIDS and Todd has been there for
They met in Germany when
him through all of the ups and
they were both in the Army. Know—
downs. I hate that my best friend is
ing that being gay was not allowed
sick and instead of writing an obitu—
in the military at that time they we
ary that he will never read I wanted
forced to hide the love that they
to write a—story to let the world
have for one another.
know what an incredible man he is
Of all of the people I have
and how much he is loved. He is a
_. known in my life this couple has
wonderful caregiver and the most
endured more and survived where
generous person I have ever met. I
§ others have failed. I had always
think without him this world will
hoped that in my life there would
be losing the most wonderful man
be someone that would love me as
there is. My heart grieves for him
they have loved one another.
and I wish that I could be there to
They made vows to one another
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take care of him as he has always
taken care of me and my mother
when she was living. Without him
I do not know where I would be
now.
He has a way of
giving you confi—
dence and a wonder—
ful
feeling
of
security. Because he
is so comfortable in
his own skin, he
makes others around
him feel the same
way. There is nothing
I can do for him other
than to write this
short story so all the
world can know how
wonderful he is.
I was alone going
through the worst
time ofmy life, tak—
ing care of my mother when she
was dying with no means of sup—
port from anyone in my family. He
was there to help us in any way that
he could. He and Todd bought my
mother the most beautiful pajamas
and many times helped me to get
the medicines that she needed.
When they cooked dinner they al—
ways brought a plate down for my
mother. They owed her nothing,
and yet they were so wonderful to
us.
A
The morning that my Mother
passed away Elliott had just come
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Why Was Judy Garland So Important to Gays?
When New York City police
raided the Stonewall Inn on Fri.,
June 27, 1969, they couldn‘t have
expected much resistance; raids on
gay bars were fairly routine affairs.
But the Stonewall‘s patrons were
in no mood to cooperate with the
authorities.
That very afternoon they had

on Thursday and Friday; among
them were hundreds, if not thou—
sands, of gay men.
For nearly two decades, gays
had been obsessed with Judy Gar—
land, and this obsession had fos—
tered a kind of community. Gay
men would refer to each other as
"friends of Dorothy" — a probable

buried one of their dearest friends:
Judy Garland, whose pain and te—
nacity, expressed so deeply in her
songs, reflected their own
struggles. This time, instead of let—
ting themselves be led away in
handcuffs, they fought back against
the police, grief turning into rage,
and ignited a liberation movement
that continues today.
e
This, at least, is one explanation
of why the Stonewall Riots hap—
pened when they did. The timing, allusion to Garland‘s role in The
in any case, hardly seems coinci— — ‘Wizard of Oz. To find out if some—
dental, for in the 20th century no one else was gay, they wouldmen—
performer was as idolized by gay tion their Judy Garland records.
men as Judy Garland.
Attending her performances be—
The 47—year—old singer and came an experience of solidarity
movie star, who had long been ad— for gay men, a "community of feel—
dicted to pills, died from an over— ing," as one British fan described
dose ‘Of barbiturates early Sunday a 1960 concert: "It was as if the fact
morning, June 22, at her home in that we had gathered to see Gar—
London—it was most likely a land gave us permission to be gay
tragic accident, not suicide. More in public for once.‘
than 22,000 mourners turned out
Garland‘s special bond with gay
for the public viewing in New York fans began in 1950, when she was

Call

New

Live to callers from
Most guys on the bulletin board

fired by her studio, Metro—
Goldwyn—Mayer, and attempted
suicide. According to film historian
Richard Dyer, these events sig—
naled "a sudden break with
Garland‘s uncomplicated and ordi—
nary MGM image"; no longer was
shejust the girl next door. Less than‘
a year later, Garland made a trium—

ling stage mother, then by callous
studio executives; anxiety over her
appearance; turbulent marriages;
illness, mood swings and addic—
tions. Gay men related to her pain,
but more importantly, they were
inspired by the indomitable spirit
that transformed pain into art.
They responded, too, to some—

phant comeback, not in film but
with her concert tour, dazzling crit—
ics and audiences alike, first in
London, then in New York.
"The history of my life is in my
songs," Garland sang at the begin—
ning of her concerts. Torch songs
like "You Made Me Love You"
gave way to other songs, like the
determined "Come Rain or Come
Shine"—all delivered with an emo—
tional honesty few could resist.
Even the burlesque "I Don‘t Care"
conveyed a message that resonated
with gay fans: "Don‘t try to rear—
range me, / There‘s nothing can
change me, / ‘Cause I don‘t care!"
To close the show, Garland would
sit on the edge ofthe stage and sing
"Over the Rainbow." Her life story
served, too, as the not so hidden
subtext for two of her post—MGM
movies, A Star Is Born (1954) and
I CouldGo on Singing (1963), both
tales of loss and endurance.
Garland‘s troubles were well—
known: domination by a control—

thing vaguely androgynous in her
film persona: she was usually boy—
ish, rarely demure, and for her
show—stopping musical numbers
she would often don black tie and
tails or a clown‘s baggy trousers.
For her part, Garland valued her
gay fans, thoughshe could also
joke about them. "When I die I
have visions of fags singing ‘Over
the Rainbow‘ and the flag at Fire
Island being flown at half mast,"
she reportedly said.
Still, it‘s worth noting that, in
her personal life, Garland was re—
peatedly drawn to gay or bisexual
men. Two of her five husbands —
director Vincente Minnelli and ac—
tor Mark Herron — were gay or
bisexual, as were at least two ex—
tramarital lovers. Even her future
son—in—law, Peter Allen, whom she
introduced to daughter Liza
Minnelli, proved to be gay. And
although Garland herself was pre—
dominantly heterosexual, she was
rumored to have had affairs with

MEMPHIS
BEARS

CLUB NicHtT
Sat., July 14 — 10 p.m.
The Pumping Station
1382 Poplar

All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
http://www.memphisbears.com
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women, including the publicist
MGM assigned to spy on her.
Garland‘s attraction to gay men _
may have been linked to her rela— _
tionship with her father, Frank _
Gumm, a former vaudevillian and
movie house manager who on sev—
eral occasions was run out of town
becauseofdalliances with teenage
boys. Gumm died when Judy was
13, not long after she signed with
MGM. "I wasn‘t close to my fa—
ther, but I wanted to be all my life,"
Garland later said. "He was a gay
Irish gentleman and very good—
looking. And he wanted to be close
to me, too, but we never did have
time together."
Perhaps even more than most
performers, Garland craved the
love of her audience. "All those
who applauded her, who stood up
and cheered ... were providing her
with an identity," suggests biogra—
pher Gerald Clarke. And for many
gay men in her audience, she was,
through her remarkably honest per—
formances, returning the favor.
Rawley Grau has wonfour Vice
Versa Awards for his writing on
gay and lesbian culture. He can be
reached at GayNéstor@aol.com.
Suggested Reading
Bronski, Michael, 1979. "Judy
Garland and Others: Notes on Idol—
ization and Derision," in Lavender
Culture, edited by Karla Jay and
Allen Young. New York: New
York University Press (repub—
lished, 1994). Pp. 201—212.
Clarke, Gerald, 2000. Get
Happy: The Life ofJudy Garland.
New York: Random House.
Dyer, Richard, 1986. "Judy Gar—
land and Gay Men," in his Heay—
enly Bodies: Film Stars and
Society. New York: St. Martin‘s
Press. Pp. 141—194.
friends
for Life
AIDS RESOURCE CENTER
VOLUNTEER —
OPPORTUNITIES
Join the Friends for Life
Volunteer E—Mail List! If
you would like to hear about
volunteer opportunities
at Friends For Life and
. you would like to be added
to this list, please e—mail
FFLVolunteers—
subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
If you do _
not have e—mail and would
like to receive phone call
reminders, please call —
Angela at 272—0855. If you
have any questions,
comments, or suggestions,
— please
e—mail Angela at
FFLVolCor@yahoo.com.

s at the Memphis Pride Festival was the pop—
On of th rnlopular
staged by the Mystic Krewe of MU.
game
a—balloon—and—win—a—prize

FM—100‘s To Prestigiacomo pumps up the bids at Friends for Life‘s
annual auction held June 24 at the Memphis Botanic Garden. About 300
people attended the event which boasted over $106,000 in donated items.

disappointed at the small turnout
for this year‘s Pride Parade and
Festival. Disappointed because this
board has worked ‘very hard to
make this the best Pridefest that we
could despite the obstacles that we
had to face.
Unlike the above writer, I will
not throw stones at our community.
Why was the turnout so very low?
I believe that there are a number of
reasons. First off, many in our com—
munity have lost faith in our orga—
nization as a result of the fiasco
from last year.
f
This board has worked ex—
tremely hard to insure that those
problems do not occur again. I
think, too, that other reasons for the
low turnout were the big changes
that were made this year in com—
parison to previous years (e.g. the
nighttime parade downtown and
the indoor festival).
My name is Barbara Jean Jasen
These are changes that the com—
and I am the at—large board mem—
munity asked for, but I think many
ber of Memphis Pride Inc. Like the
our community were not ready
writer (Maxwell), I too am very in

Responses
Continued from page 2
throughout the coming years, not
just one weekend in June as so
many tend to be.
~
I encourage you and others like
you who were upset or saddened
by our community‘s lack of sup—
port for and attendance in this
year‘s Pride Festival to begin at—
tending the monthly MPI meetings
and help us determine how to bring
_ this community closer together and
~ increase attendance.
[Only] when our community
can come together in the thousands
we know are out there, will the rest
of the Mid—South consider us the
real and viable contributor we are.
Tim Johnson
MPI Treasurer

Are you proud of who you are,
well known outside of the gay
for that downtown parade.
or are you ashamed of who you
Mecca
will
also
draw
members
of
Midtown is our comfort zone;
are? Let us not throw stones at one
many wanted to stay in that com— the straight community to our
another. Let us all work together
fort zone. But I ask, "How can we Pridefest. Perhaps this is something
to help make next year‘s Pridefest
that
many
are
afraid
of.
But
if
we
show pride in who we are if we are
if we one that we can be proud of and that
rights,
civil
our
gain
to
are
to remain in the closet, to remain
other communities can be envious of.
in our comfort zone. We mus? step are to be treated as equals, then we
—
Barbara Jean Jasen
outside of that comfort zone if we must show the straight community
Memphis
that
they
have
nothing
to
fear
of
us,
are to show pride in who we are.
that
we
are
as
normal
as
they
are.
What does the low turnout mean
to our community? For one thing
it leaves precious little for this
board to work with in creating next
Sheridan Lambe, Lcsw
year‘s festival. The board will have
to devote much more energy into
raising thefundingneeded to cre—
ate next year‘s festival. We were
Specializing in
extremely lucky this year to have
such generous sponsors, sponsors
who gave so much to insure that
¥ Relationship Counseling
there would be a Pride this year.
Could we find sponsors as gen—
¥ Grief Counseling
erous again for next year‘s festival?
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling
Possibly, but wewill have to work
very hard at finding them. This will
require energy that could be better
spent in helping to create an even
6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
better Pridefest for next year. But
901—761—9178 —
more than that, it also means that
we will not be able to seek out the
level of entertainmentthat I believe
our community deserves.
My dream is to be able to bring
MEMPTHIS’ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
in such top name entertainers as
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
K.D. Lang or Melissa Etheridge, VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
but we must be able to book them
(Brooks Road Only)
well in advance and we must be:
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
able to put down a substantial de—
791 N. White Station Rd.
posit for them to appear. Without
(Open 24 hours)
a good attendance at the previous
683—9649
year‘s Pridefest, we are unable to
make the deposit required by such
Executive South (East)
entertainers.
‘Carol Plunk1s an"extremely |«
_ 345—0825
good performer and she put on a
most wonderful concert this year.
S Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
While she is well known inside of
358—8642
the Memphis gay Mecca, people in
New York or Chicago have not
heardof her. Probably precious few
— NOW RENTING DVDs __
"gp
know of her in even Atlanta, St.
Louis or New Orleans. A nation—
ally known entertainer will draw in
far more vendors and one that is

; Memphis

901—529—9800
Nashville
615—726—1199
Use FREE Access Code 8808

THE TIAL |» |
CONFIDEN Fury |

Deadline for August 2001 Issue

ﬂaming-r;

July 15

(Publication Date: July 27)
Please submit advertising, stories, pictures and calendar events to
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 + Memphis, TN 38111
FAX: 901 — 454—1411 « E—mail: memphistin@aol.com
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used to her and came to appreciate
that she and Ellen chose to become
celebrity activists. Even though
Lesbian
they both originally shunned the
activist title, they were suddenly
Notions
"everywhere": cuddling openly at
the
White House; standing on the
By Paula Martinac
Capitol steps for the Matthew
Shepard memorial; opposing
California‘s Proposition 22 against
Heche Abandons Act|V|sm
gay marriage on Larry King Live;
appearing at the Millennium March
for Pretty Dresses
on Washington; and giving inter—
views in mainstream newspapers,
The announcement that Anne me, but not because I considered telling
reporters why they would
Heche is engaged to marry Heche insincere in her love or her wed if same—sex
became
lust. She just seemed so flaky and legal in Hawaii marriage
Coleman "Coley" Laffoon is immature,
or
Vermont.
gushing
to
Oprah‘s
mil—
prompting more than one "I told lions of viewers in April 1997 that putting themselves out there asBya
you so" from lesbians and gay men
lesbian couple, they publicly de—
who never trusted Heche‘s staying she wanted to be with Ellen for— clared
themselves to be part of the
power as a "real" dyke. But ever, although the couple had met queer community.
Heche‘s news is more than just only a few weeks earlier. Maybe Couples, gay and _straight, break
something to shake our heads because Ellen had been around the up all the time, and Heche isn‘t the
a few times, she was
about. Her uncritical decision to dyke block
more cautious in her projec— only woman who has left a lesbian
wed a man constitutes a betrayal much
relationship when she found her—
of the struggle for same—sex mar— tions, hoping only for "a long © self
in love with a man. The expe—
riage that she was part of only time."
However, like many others who riences of women like Heche—as
months ago.
were initially suspicious of well as sex therapist JoAnn Loulan
Heche—DeGeneres
break—upto Heche‘s
romantic flightiness. T got and writer Jan Clausen—demon—
lastThenmmer
came as no surnrise
«k*******-m
K 4x
<+

July 2001
B.Y.0.B.
Drive 4 Little
Party A LOT!
W“

rienced discrimination precisely
strate that sexuality is a trickier
because of her very visible lesbian
thing than many in the lesbian and
gay community acknowledge. Al—
relationship, she could declare her
though it complicates our bid for
intention not to marry until lesbi—
ans and gay men also have the right
equal rights, we need to consider
that our sexuality might not be cast
to do so. Or, at the very minimum,
in stone at birth; maybe there‘s
she could make a public statement
something more complicated at
(maybe in her forthcoming mem—
work. Maybe all the studies of the
oir) that draws the connection be—
tween her two very distinct
biological origins of homosexual—
ity need to be counterbalanced with
experiences: being able to marry
the real—life experiences of lesbian—
Laffoon whenever and wherever
she wants (and gaining social vali—
identified women who have or have
had enjoyable relationships with
dation from that marriage) and be—
men.
ing unable to marry Ellen, Simply
That‘s why I don‘t think
because she‘s a woman.
Heche‘srelationship with a man is
It‘s not unreasonable to expect
bothersome. Rather, it‘s the news
such a show of solidarity from pub—
lic figures who have allied them—
that she is engaged to marry and
selves with the queer community
has been giddily shopping for wed—
ding gowns that puts an entirely
and benefitted from that alliance.
new face on this story and raises
Think of all the lesbians and gay
men who bought tickets to Heche‘s
the issue of what we can and should
expect from self—declared members
movies just because she was in
them. Heche‘s career is on the rise
of the queer community.
3
Heche‘s engagement might not
again, and she enjoys a powerful
be so annoying if she had never de—
platform from which to make a
veloped any sort of consciousness
meaningful statement about anti—
gay discrimination. _
of queer oppression or made state—
ments like this one to Larry King
But our.community should ex—
last year: "[Ellen] is my wife. I am pect and demand the same solidar—
ity from non—celebrities—bi—
her wife. But that we can‘t go and
sexuals, transsexuals, queer—iden—
do what every other single indi—
tified straight people, and even les—
vidual in this country and in this
bians and gay men who become
world can do is ludicrous."
It‘s disturbing to see the woman — involved in opposite—sex relation—
ships and then thoughtlessly pur—
who made such a seemingly heart—
felt appeal for public validation of sue their right to marry. In the short
run, it may not make a lot ofdif—
her lesbian relationship now ea—
gerly grabbing onto heterosexual
ference if, say, a few bisexuals opt
privilege and running with it to
out of marriage and tell their
Saks‘ bridal department. This—not
friends, family and colleagues why.
But in the long run, social change
her becoming involved with a
man—is a betrayal of all the gay
people who still can‘t get married
and who gave her so much support
during her stint in our community.
What might Heche do instead?
Ideally, as someone who has expe—

can indeed take place one person
at a time.
Paula Martinac is the author of
seven books. She can be reached
care of this publication or at
LNcolumn@aol.com.

NOW OPEN

Charlotte‘s Mystical Web, 1406 N Highland, Jackson TN 38301

We Want Your

TAL—265—4CMW (42469)
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Pictures!
MOULIN ROGUE PARTY

Saturday

July 21
£091
#1,

%,

We can‘t be everywhere,

Call JK Sunday — Tuesday for complete details
1—b68—3"

but
NEW FRIDAY MIGHT LEER SPECIALS
£1.00 Pitchers & Hourly Bottle Beer Specials

i

m

}

Hourly Bottle Beer Specials on Saturday, too

Guy‘s —

YOU can be!

.r—r1-rrrll|ll|l|

Jure (JK) is our
Jackson‘s ONLY Sweat Disco with JK SundayTuesday
Bartender {!f
Bare Chest Ni
t — Doors open at

E—mail us at totherside.com
Send
us
your
name and e—mail address and you can start
New E—mail 8
recei ing Sidelines and other special announcements by e—mail.
Web site
You can pick up a form at the bar or e—mail your request.
http://theotherside.ourfamily.com Come visit us soon. Watch for our new site at gaytndbm
3883 Hwy 45 N

(Exit 82—B offI—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)

Jackson, TN
731—668—3749

"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly Bar"
(Security)
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Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm— Fri— Sat)

Send your pictures to
TJN « P.O. Box 11485 « Memphis, TN 38111
or email to memphistin@aol.com
(please send as attachments)
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by Shannon Yarbrough

Gay Horror...!s It Out There?
In my late years of junior high
give my soul to always look like
and early part of high school, a
that," he says. For those of you who
friend of mine got me hooked on
are familiar with Oscar Wilde‘s
reading Stephen King. I remember
classic, you know all to well what
reading his books nonstop one
happens next.
summer. Although he has probably
The holographic portrait begins
released more than a hundred
to mirror each and every sin of
books since then, I lost interest in
Gary, each nightmarish step deeper
the blood and gore years ago.
into depravity... even cold—blooded
Tattempted Anne Rice while
in college, but I don‘t really
consider her writing to be hor—
ror. She is usually located in the
fiction section of bookstores AFACE WI
any way.
So, for the gay fiction fans
that are in search of the sick and
twisted, your search may be
even tougher. However, I have
located a few books from one
author that I highly recommend
for those of you who long for
things that go bump in the night. |
I first came across Rick
Reed‘s books while working in
a bookstore and having to
realphabetize the fiction sec—
tion. It‘s not fun work, but it‘s
a good way to find new books
of which you might never have
heard.
The Design Image Group
RICK f
published his book, A Face

Without a Heart, just last year.
After researching the company and
taking a glance at its website, I dis—
covered this publisher focuses on
vampires, witches, the supernatu—
ral and any other literature that
might cause you to hold your
breath..
Even a bit edgy, it‘s obvious it
is a "gutsy" group that takes
chances on literature with a bite
that might otherwise be overlooked
from other publishers.
Reed‘s book is a stunning retake
‘of Oscar Wilde‘s The Picture of
Dorian Gray. The book opens with
an artist named Liam following a
handsome man by the name of
Gary.
Liam explains, "He was beauti—
ful. Beauty is so seldom ascribed
to men, too often incorrectly attrib—
uted to men with feminine fea—
tures... but I‘ ve always thought of
beauty as a quality that went deeper
than the corporeal... something
dark, dense, inexplicable, capable
ofstirring longings one would be
powerless to resist."
Liam creates extraordinary ho—
lograms of people and approaches
Gary about being his next subject.
Liam ends up creating his best
work yet of this beautiful man
named Gary. Gary becomes ob—
sessed with the way his youth has
been elegantly captured for a mo—
ment in Liam‘s masterpiece. "I‘d

struck me that Wilde‘s story was
actually much more relevant today
. than it was when it was written. In
contemporary times, the quest for
youth and beauty and the disdain
for old age have become almost an
obsession."
Reed has certainly not over—
looked Wilde‘s theme in this up—
dated version. The reader is
quickly introduced to a round
of characters as the story un—
folds, only for the characters
to be quickly pieced together
by the time the plot starts to
roll.
Each chapter is even
named for a different charac—
ter and is told from that point
of view. So, you get a full
view of the story as it happens
in front of you and its charac—
ters.
Another interesting con—
cept of A Face Without A
Heart is the black and white
pictures located at the begin—
ning of each chapter. The pic—
tures are almost like Liam‘s
holograms. They are a collage
of pictures and people, repre—
me

Vacters and moods ll eegaty
blended together.
murder, while Gary remains young
Before I even read the book, I
and guilt—free. Although Gary is a thumbed through the pages admir—
straight male, gay readers may find ing each of the pictures. They also
themselves obsessing over him.
give you a great sense of each char—
Reed does a magnificent job of acter that is about to speak in the
exploring the many crimes that following chapter.
Gary commits, while keeping Gary
Rick Reed is also the author of _
clean (and innocent) throughout. two other books, Penance and Ob—
You may even find yourself feel— sessed. Although both of these
ing sorry for him, just as Wilde‘s books are out of print, I discovered
readers did for Dorian. You want that used copies are out there. Pen—
to hate him, but you end up feeling ance is the story of street kids in
sorry for him instead.
Uptown Chicago that are being _
Yet, there also are plenty of gay preyed upon by a Gacy—like pedo—
characters to keep you from losing phile, while Obsessed is the story
interest. Gary even becomes of a serial killer who thinks he‘s a —
friends with a hip, sassy black drag vampire.
queen named Henrietta that re—
So, if you find that you are "ob—
minded me all too much of the sessed" with A Face Without a Heart,
Lady Chablis from Midnight in The definitely check out this author‘s first
Garden of Good and Evil. How— two books. Rick lives in Chicago and
ever, Miss Henrietta definitely © is currently at work on. his fourth
stands on her own in this book!
novel. But you don‘ t have to take my
Rick Reed, the author, says, "It advice, read the book!
_
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"takin‘ care of business"
since 1985

Dare to be
DiFfEf‘eNT!
* MEMPHIS, TN —

Mon., July 2 & 16
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
St. John‘s United Methodist Chah
(Peabody & Bellevue)
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends Forlife for the HIV
infected and affected community including people living with
HIV or AIDS, their friends, caregivers, family and friends. While
the dinner is free, those who are able are requested to make a
donation to offset expenses.
;
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News

s

Safe Karbor
Metropolitan Community Church
Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader
Located at the Lambda Center
1488 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 458—0501

MCC denomination web site: www.ufmecce.ccm
Our site: www.geocities.com/mecsafeharbo.»
Worship Services: Sundays, 10:30 a.m.

Late Breaking News!

Bible Study: Thursdays, 7:00 PM
This month: "Christianity 101"
July 2001 — Triangle Journal News — Page 33
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If you haven‘t been to Integrity Buoy
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
S
Integrity Memphis
Ae eeaT
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

Meetings at

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379

N

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Discussion (Open)
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
. Tuesday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Wednesday
8:00 pm

Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian

Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
12:30pm Discussion
Sunday
~
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Discussion (Open, Non—smoking)
Friday
8:00 pm

Community Newspaper
For Yourself or for a friend.

Lighten Up (CODA)
Wednesday
5:30 pm
Friday

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

Sunday

5:30 pm

Safe Harbor Metropolitan Community Church
10:30 pm Worship Service
Sunday
7:00 pm Bible Study
Thursday

ADDRESS
CITY

5:30 pm

Growing Wings (Adult Children of Alcoholics)

the news.
NAME
STATE ____ZIP

PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
._ _P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Lambda Center Business Meetings
Business Meetings are held the last Wednesday of each
month beginning at 6:30 pm

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community.
k
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ferentsized pictures matted in black?

37yo white male master of discipline —
1013 Tulip Drive, White House, TN 37188 R 1lnt03Ways’7MeetbyPhoneTryit FREEI" ®
ISO naughty submissive slave. | am into
901—821—9100 Code 7001. 18+
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it FREE!
901—821—9100, Code 7001, 18+.
(4

Buy a Subscription to the

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)
v u_ 3 39.0 8 a A 8 X N S 8 88
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GWM, 52,54", husky build, seeking other
GWMs, 40—60, to meet new friends and
enjoy good times with them. Call John,
732—2755, 6—10 p.m.
GWM couple, late 30s, HIV—negative,
seeks GWM, 18—30, for relationship and
fun. No fats or fems. Call Phillip—581—
6165.
GWM late 30s, 57", 128#, clean—shaven,
long hair, college degree, seeks com—
panions for serious bike rides, hiking,
equipment work—outs, exercising and
swimming. Call Jo: 324—2495, evenings.
GWM, 60, 56", 155#, NS, white hair,
educated, enjoys the arts, travel, read—
ing, movies, home life. Seeking GWM,
35—70 with similar qualities and interests
for friendship and possible LTR. Call
David: 901—327—3510, 7—10 p.m.
Hot Memphis Action! Hook up Tonight on
the Confidential Connection®! 18+
Record and Listen Free! 901—578—8900
use code 2324.
| like giving oral sex, relaxing massage to
masculine males, 18+. I‘m 59", 165%,
masculine appearance with short hair.
Randy: 372—4538, 5—11 p.m.
I‘m a mixed—race Gay female, single,
independent, mature, romantic, decent,
clean, well—groomed, healthy, athletic,
non—smoker. (Socially—active—entertain—
ment events, dance/sports, etc.
Worldly—travels, gourmet cook and
classy but down—to—earth.) I want a femi—
ning, sexy and/or unique freak with com—
mon interests, 24 years and older, any
race. (I prefer oriental—far east, Greek,
Indian, Spanish—Latin, P.R.) Ladies! Start
having erotic fun. Write: Mermaid, P.O.
Box 40112, Memphis, TN 38174—0012.
Interested in erotic leather sketches, dif—

acl

Bed & Breakfast
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
‘of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
sive resort for men & women. Hot tub.
Country club privileges. Greenwood Hol—
low Ridge, 13 Stopple Road, Eureka
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs His—
toric District loop close to downtown
shops & restaurants. Completely reno—

vated for comfort but still maintaining its bondage, spanking, shaving, endless
old world charm, elegance & romance. sex, toys and more. 18—22ish, smooth—
Picturesque tree—covered hollow. The bodied, white male, about 140# with boy—
Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, Eureka Springs, ish looks and mannerisms. Skinny a plus.
No diseases. For an absolute spanking
AR 72632, (501) 253—9010. _
goodtime, call Mr. Paul: 323—1684.
Help Wanted
6‘, 165#, slender, blondish,
Cashiers. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Part— 36, DWM,seeks
financially secure WM,
Time, Weekends. Must be 18 yrs. old | goatee,
35—50, straight—looking/acting forhot en—
with 2 forms of valid ID. Must have expe— counters...
Would love a sugar daddy... I
rience. Apply at 791 North White Station, think. Discreet.
Leave message at 726—
1874 East Brooks Road or 2532 North 0866.
Watkins.
photographer looking for female
Janitors. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Part— Amateur
between the ages of 18—30 to
Time, Weekends. Must be 18 yrs. old models
pose nude, semi—nude, in swimsuit or in
with 2 forms of valid ID. Must have expe— casual
clothes. Will pay cash and give
rience. Apply at 791 North White Station, free photos
payment. Also interested
1874 East Brooks Road or 2532 North in discreet, asno—strings—attached
sexual
Watkins.
encounters that may or may not be re—.
Massage
to photography. Please write with
The Power of Touch Massage Therapy. lated
recent photo to: Photos, P.O. Box 7838,
Relaxing, full—body massage. Pain & Jackson,
TN 38302—0838.
Stress Relief! Call Gene
Atttractive, 30—year—old GWM looking for
2:30 p.m. for appointment—686—9052. a relationship with a husky or chubby
Therapeutic Massage: Stress, Relax— guy. Call Gregg at 901—268—1974.
ation, Pain Management, Swedish, GWM, 31, looking for: workout partner
Sports and Medical, Midtown location.
Fitness Center), friend(s) for
William Hanley, LMT: 722—7043 or 292— (Bear‘s
hanging out, possible love, 18—50, e—
4509 cell, by appointment.
mail: jimmiter@hotmail.com, snail mail:
. Missed Connection
P.O. Box 924, Clarksdale, MS 38614—
Dr. Roger, Mac, Winston, Chuck, etc.: I 0924. .
believe NEW BOY DAY is coming up GWM, 39, 6‘3", 200#, good looking, long
soon. You invited me on 4/30 in New hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good health,
Orleans. I‘ll come in from CA if you give seeking GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy
me details. Contact me at: for romantic lover. Will be waiting to hear
hotmail.com.
from you. Call anytime (601) 343—5102.
MS.
Models Wanted
Erotic Male Imagery. Models wanted: 18 GWM, 39, seeks hispanic or white male,
to 29, naturally thin, swimmers or aver— age 21 to 30, slim build, good—looking for
age build—especially redheads. 901— possible relationship. If interested, call
Doug at 662—343—5102.
728—7904. Leave message.
GWM, 51, teddy bear type seeks aggres
Personals ___
rswmenﬂerslenﬁtnneslWritesJ

t

Announcements+
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TJN an—
nouncements and classifieds will not au—
tomatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted
each month, in writing, by the 15th of the
month.

vre

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—com—
mercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
(including address or phone number) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
box. Please specify if you want to use our
P.O. box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 mini—
mum. Phone numbers and zip codes are
free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of each
month. Send to Triangle Journal News,
Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in writing
and must include your name and a tele—
phone number where you can be reached
to verify the ad. If you would like a copy
of the issue in which your ad appears,
please send $1.00 to cover postage.

Gare

i4

Let Chef Carrie prepare a romantic din—
nerin your home or impress guestswith_aw
culinary delights at your next party. 739— —
icon"as
6683.
Mark, 34, hot, sub, bottom, male model
seeks hot daddy tops for fun. Call 386—
4469 and ask for Mark, Anytime.
Me—Naughty, submissive, white male,
Discreet and safe. | am tall, slim, femi—
nine, high heels and stockings! Use my
shaved, smooth body for your enjoy—
ment. Singles and couples welcome. No
diseases. Call me: Bobbie — 353—4391.
New to Memphis... GWM, 34, 62", 195%,
looking for friends and more. Interested
in GBM, 25—40, masculine, muscular and
down—to—earth. Work—out partner at the
downtown YMCA wanted.
Single, white male seeks TV/TSs that
like to dress up in high heels and stock—
ings and like to be in pictures. Write: P.O.
Box 613108, Memphis, TN 38101.
Wanted: guys 18—30, thin to average
build, for fun and sex. Send letter with
your looks, likes and how to contact you.
Gay, bi, straight, curious, HIV—negative,
BJ or all nighter. Write TJN, Dept. BD—09,
P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—
0485.
White male in his 30s in search of very
well—endowed, dark—complected black
male, in his 20s or early 30s for oral fun
and possibly more. Must be disease—
; free. Circumcised a must. No fats or
fems. Call Douglas—323—1684.
Young and Hung! Meet local guys for
discreet Fun! 18+ Record and Listen
Free! 901—529—9800 use code 5778.

CPN smen .

|

Meet

for

|
|
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Local

hot

times

Record your own personal ad
Listen to the other personal ads

‘_

Send private messages to the guys you like

Adults Only!
Communications TN,Inc. does not prescreen callers
responsibility for personal meetings. "T—800—445—3002
i

Into 3—ways?
Meet Hot Local Guys Tonight!

Hung
Meet

TopS!

Ill)! Bottoms by phone!

Record, Listen & Respond to personal ads Free!
(901) 821—9100
901—821—0069 s

access code: 4111

(901) 821—0156
code: 7777

M Tue
Meet Local Guys Tonight!
Record, Listen & Respond to personal ads [4B

901—821—0069

s¢

SefoeQ/gzbn, andBlood! _|
VampireVow <
|
A
Novel

by Michael Schiefelbein

I
|

||l
|

;

A startlingly imaginative, savage, and
sensuous chronicle of a contemporary

§

l
l

vampire seeking vengeance against
God

—

Alyson Publications (www.alyson.com)
208 Pages, Paperback
$12.95
;
In Bookstores & Online Bookstores

:

>
‘

For centuries, Victor Decimus, former
Roman officer under Pontius Pilate, has fed
his rage against the God of the Christians
with blood. Desperately in love with but
— ultimately rejected by the young Jesus,
Victor turns on the citizens of Jerusalem in
a frenzy of rape and violence, leaving him
no escape but through entry into the chaotic
world of darkness he finds as a vampire.
I WOinousand yC. y. €
ACLOL ,_IMN———
theguise of a monk, takes up residence in
the Monastery of St. Thomas, nestled in the
Appalachian Mountains. In Brother
Michael he finds a hint of the love he has
been seeking, but his rage, his desires, and
his vow of vengeance against the God of the,
Christians drive him to sadistically insane
levels of violence against his prey, leading
to an investigation of the monastery. With
discovery imminent, Victor launches his
most daring effort: the transformation of
Brother Michael. And with everything at
stake, the consequences are horrifying
beyond mortal imagination.

a

l

|

Michael Schiefelbein spent 10 years studying for the priesthood and then graduated from the University |
of Maryland with a doctorate in English. He has lived in Italy and Washington, D.C., and now resides
in Memphis, Tennessee, where he is a professor of writing and literature.

_
_

Book signing at Bookstar (3402 Poplar)

7 pm August 1, followed by a discussion with the author
For an excerpt from Vampire Vow and an interview
with the author visit www.alyson.com
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